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PREFACE 

During the last decade~ a large number of studies have dealt with 

the phenomenon of response style in psychometric testso There has been 

some disagreement as to whether .or not the various response styles are 

personality variableso Most of the studies have related single response 

styles to various personality variableso 

It is the purpose of this study to investigate several response 

styles and several personality variables simultaneously to see if 

response style is related to personalityo 

In order to carry out this investigation9 it was necessary to have 

a statistical tool which would analyze sets of data consisting of 

multiple criteria as well as multiple predictorso The method of 

canonical correlation answered the needl) but the method is difficult 

to useo One of the major problems in doing this study was related to 

the statistical treatment of the datao 

The author is indebted to William Wo Cooley of Harvard University 

and Paul Ro Lohnes of the University of New Hampshire for providing the 

computer program used in analyzing the data of this stud.yo Because the 

program was written for the IBM 709 computer!) it was necessary to 

modify it extensively before it could be used with the 1410 computero 

I want to express my sincere appreciation to Dro Dale Grosvenor, who 

is in charge of the computer center9 and to the administration of the 

Oklahoma State University for making the services of the computer 
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center available to me at no charge. i am especi~ll;y indebted to 

Dennis Cranston, F.ddie Butler, a.nd ,John Blankenship for the many hours 

they spent in adapting the canonical correlation program to the 1410 

computer, 

I would like to thank those who helped in collecting and scoring 

the data. l<(y' thanks to James O. Johnston for administering the Wide 

Range Vocabulary Test to the students at Oklahoma. State Urrl.versity, and 

to Dro Forrest La.dd and the other faculty members of Bethany Nazarene 

College who assisted me in administering the tests used in this study 

to the students at that institution, 

Thanks, also, to Dr. H. K. Brobst for permitting me to score the 

tests on the IBM scoring machine belonging to the Test Bureau, 

Dr. Brobst served as a member of my committee, also. 

I am, of course, indebted to the other members of my committee for 

their suggestions and encouragement and for reading and evaluating this 

thesis. These ,,;entlemen are~ Dr. R. W. Scofield, Dr. Roy Gladstone, 

Dr. vif, L '.i),.rein s 1 and Dr. R. J • Rankin. 

lt1" special thanks to Dr. Rankin for serving as my major adviser 

and a:'S chairman of my committee. He has been a source of help and 

encouragement throughout my entire program. 

It ·would h.av~i been much more di.ff:i.cul.t for me to complete ·~h(;, 

doctoral program if I had not had financial assistance. I .am indebted 

to the adm.1.nistr.ators of the National Defense &lucation Act Fellowship 

program, both locally .and i.n Wash:i.ngton 9 for making on,:i of these 

Fellowships a.vallable to me. 

Finally, I want to express nv ap:praciatJ.on to my wife, lnez, and 

to 'If'rJ' three children~ Donald, Donna, and Darryl, for their support 
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and patience during the years I spent achieving the goal epitomized 

by this thesis. ?ti" wif'e was especialljr helpful by working outside 

the home. 
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"The roots of the measurement of man lie in antiquity" (Thorndike 

and Hagen, 1961, p. 1). It is probably true, as the authors of the 

above statement indicate, that Dian has always appraised his fellows 

in one way or another. Plato recognized that ~o two persons are alike, 

and he proposed different tests by which the soldiers of his ideal 

state could be chosen (Anastasi 9 19.58). 

Throughout the ce~turies there have been those who have sought to 

test or evaluate the personalities and skills of others. However, 

prior to the last 150 years, these attempts were highly subjective 

and little attempt was made to assess psychological characteristics 

scientifically. 

Since Galton11 there have been a ·. great many persons whose n~es 

have been associated with the testing movement. These include such 

names as: Cattell 11 Binet» Terman, Wechsler, .Guilford, and many others. 

Today, the testing movement is tremendous in its scope. Thousands of 

tests are on the market, and new tests are coming out of research 

laboratories everyday. 

The goal of all who work with personality tests is t'b devise and 

perfect instruments which will assess personality characteristics 

accurately so that predictions of behavior can be made. Much progress 

has been made, and today's tests are far more reliable and valid than 
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the subjective opinions or our early ancestors. However, the measurements 

made with these instruments still contain a great.,deal of variance which 

is difficult to interpret and which limits their effectiveness as 

predictors or behavioro Maizy- investigators have attempted to identify 

the factors which make up true variance and error variance. While some 

success has been achieved, there are still many variables which cannot 

be clearly classified as one or the othero One such variable is response 

styleo 

Statement of the Problem 

Response style has been the subject of a large number of investiga

tions during the last two decades, and a great volume of literature has 

been written about ito Some investigators view response style as 

entirely a subject variable 9 ioeo 9 they believe that subjects consistently 

manifest the same response tendencles over all tests regardless of 

contento others view response style as a function of both the subject 

and item conterito If this is the case 9 it would be expected that the 

response style would 'be pr~sent for some scales but not for otherso 

One point that seems to have been overlooked is that differences in 

subjects might cause them to view content differentlyo Response style 

may be a function of both subject and item content even when the subjects 

are given the same testo 

I t i s the purpose of t~s study to investigate the relationship of 

personalit y variables to response st yleso The main question asked is, 

Does r esponse st yle vary as a funct i on of differences in personality? 



Limitations or the Study 

There are m&r.\Y other sources or error variance in"currently used 

tests. However, this study 'will de_al 'only with those a_spects or tests, 

subjects, and test situations which are · related to response style. 

This study is confined to the .following response styles: social 

desirability, acquiescence, :cyingp .and de.fensiyeness. 

It would obviously qe impossible to d$al with every known 

personality variable. This thesis will: deal with the .following: 

verbal aptitude, anxiety, con!ormity, neuroticism, and extraversion. 

Socioeconomic status, sex, and age are included, also. These variables 

will be measured by the use of psychometric instruments rather than by 

measures of nonpsychometric behavior .. 

A .further limitation of this st~y is related to the choice of 

subjects .. The subjects have been taken from two sources: Oklahoma 

S~te University and Bethal'\Y Nazarene College. This obviously limits 

the scope of the study, especially with reference to socioeconomic status. 

Clarification of Terms 

Personality 

There are some who will disagree with the writer's µse of the term 

"personality .. " , This is to be expectedo .Allport (1937), in surveying 
. '· 

.the literature 11 found fifty different definitions · of this term. Hall 

a?Xi Lindzey (1957, p. 9) statedp "It is our conviction that no substantial 

definition of personality can be applied with 8.lzy' generality." For the 

purpose of. this thesis, an operational definition of personality was 

taken from Hilgard. ,Personality i .s defined as, "The individual 
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characteristics and ways of behaving which in their organization and 

patterning account for an individual's unique adjustments to his total 

environment" (1962, p. 627). 

It can readily be seen that this definition is very general and 

includes a person's appearance, abilities, temperaments, motives, etco 

For this reason11 measures of various kinds of traits have been referred 
.. . 

to as measures of personality variableso 

Response Style 

By response styles the writer means those constructs referred to 

by other investigators as response bias (Guilford, 19.54) and response set 

(Cronbach, 1946, 1950)0 The word "style" has been used to avoid con-

fusing the term with other meanings of "bias" and "seto 11 Response 

style was defined by Cronbach (1946, Po 491) as, "any tendency causing 

a person consistently to make different responses to test items that 

he would have made had the same content been presented in a different 

formo" Diers (1964, Po 71) defined response sets as, "tendencies on the 

part of the subjects to respond according to a style or pattern which 

persists over a variety of testing s.ituationso" Response style, then, 

is a general,ized tendency to respond to ·psychometric test items J.n a 

particular wayo The specific response styles are briefly defined belowo 

These concepts are discussed more fully in Chapter IIIo 

Social desirability is the tendency to endorse items whose content . . 
is socially and/or ethically desirableo This concept is primarily 

Edwards'o The procedure·used in developing social desirability scales 

is one of choosing items which have been submitted to judges and have 

been judged to be socially desirable or acceptableo The assumption is 



made that there is a close relationship between judged desirability 

and probability of emorsement (&iwards, 1957). 
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In general, aoquiesoeno~ is the terxienoy to indicate agreement with 

an item by marking "true, ." "Yes," "agree," etc.. The measure of 

acquiescence used in this study was specific~ designated by its 

author as a measure of social acquiescence. This has been defined by 

Bass (1956, p. 296) as "acquiescence to (or agreement with) a wide 

variety of generalizations concerning how persons behave or should 

behave." The approach taken by many investigator's is that acquiescence 

is a mechanical type of agreement which :1:s manifested by certain 

personality types over a wide range of test content. A great deal 

more will be said about this idea later. 

Iqing is the tendency to · answer items in a favorable manner, the 

answers to which are clearly qesirable, but which are seldom given by 

most _people. Th,is concept does not imply any conscious attempt on 

the part of the subject to deceive. ~e underlying mechanism may be 
I 

a defense mechanism w~ch ~s afsume~ to be operating at an unconscious 

level. Whatever the reason for endorsing Lie items, it is generally 

assumed that such endorsement gives a false impression and invalidates 

the subject• s responses. ·· 

Defensiveness is the tendency to answer items in such a way as 

to make one's self appear good by getting a high score on the test. 

It has often been referred to as "test taking attitude." 



CliA.Pl'ER II 

REVIE.W OF THE L;ITERATURE 

Historical Background 

Interest in response style dates back at least as far as 1927 when 

Fritz published an article entitled, "Guessing on a True-False Test." 

Fritz surveyed data from 19 true-false tests which were given by four 

instructorso These tests contained almost an equal number of true and 

false statements (211 true and 209 false)o The subjects made 3065 

errorso Sixty-four percent of these errors were "false" statements 

which had been marked "trueo" Only 36 ,percent were "true" statements 

which had been marked "false." 

Fritz made up a very difficult test using technical questions 

from the Encyclopedia Medics.. He balanced the number of "true" and 
,. 

"false" statementso ~ght easy statements were presented -to keep up 

the subjects• interesto The test was administ~red to two groups. 

One group answered 60.9 percent "true," and the other group answered 

62 percent "true o " 

The main objective of Fritz•s study was to justify the practice of 

deducting two points for each error in true-false testso He drew no 

conclusions from his resultso While his article showed the existence 

of a response style, later called acquiescence, it did not seem to stir 

muoh interest as to why people respond in this way o 
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In 1937, Lorge re1>9rted a classiq ~tudy in which he found positive 

correlations between the ~umber of "yes~ answers. on the "Bernreuter," 

the number of checks on the "Thurstone," the number of "L"s on the 

Strong, and the number of ·n1 "s and · "2"s on the ·wThormike" scale.. He 

found a similar relationship 'between the number of "no"s, "crosses," 

7 

"D"s, and "8"s and "9"s on the same tests. (Lo~ge•s report of his st~ 

appeared as an abstract and the full names of the tests were not given.) 

There was a significant relationship between the neutral responses, also. 

Lorge inferred from his findings that the method of rating items 

introduces a halo effect and that the tendency to respond with a 

consistent rubric may be "symptomatio of a special aspect of personalitytt 
' 

l.A:!ntz (1938) reported a study in which he sought to evaluate the 

effect of acquiescence in distorting measureso He used two methods of 

attack: C+) he presented .all items stated both negatively and :positively, 

which he called a double form, and noted the correlation between the 

double form and the single form; (2) he -intercorrelated the halves of 

a single test which had been divided so as to "put the acquiescence 

factor antithetically in the two halves OI_' equally in the two halves" 

(po 659)0 He concluded that .acquiescence is very distorting and suggested 

that its effect could be partially controlled by balancing the number 

of positive and negative items in a testo He recognized that this 

might spuriously force a zero correlation between acquiescence and a 

trait when there might be a natural correlation presento He felt that 

the use of a double form was not practicable. 

Cronbach _was interested in this effect, also, and in 1942 published 

a study of acquiescence as a factor in the true-false test. He stated, 
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"When students enter an e~tion room they do not leave their 

personalities at the door" (p. 401). ~cronbach concluded that the 
I 

tendency to respond "true" more often than "false" affects the score 

of a true-false te'st. This tendency reduces the range of test scores 

when "true" and "false" items are eq_ual, increases mean scores when 

the majority are "true," and lowers scores when the majority are "falseo" 

In 1946, Cronbaoh published one of two articles which .were to 

create a "snowballing" interest in what he called "response setso" 

He defined response sets as "any tendency causing a person consistently 

to make different responses to test items than he would have made had 

the same content been presented in a different form" (po 491)0 He 

listed six .response setso These were: (1) a tend~ncy to gamble, (2) 

definition of judgment categories, (3) inclusiveness, (4) bias, (5) 

speed versus accuracy, and (6) miscellaneous response sets on essay 

testso 

Cronbach made some statements that · shaped the course of a great 

deal of future researcho He believed that individual differences in 

response sets are reliable ' and that they have their greatest effect in 

ambiguous situationso He felt that they could either raise or lower 

both reliability and validity, but that they a~ways reduced logical 

validity and should be eliminatedo He was not cert~n if response sets 

were general or specifico ' He made a number of suggestions for 

eliminating the effect of response setso 

The second article by Cronbach on response sets was published in 

19500 He reported further evidence which confirmed his previous 

findings and discussed the nature of response setso After reviewing 

several studies he concluded that response sets are consistent from 
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test to test when similar situations are presented, but that they are 

not consistent over widely different situations. He felt that the 

evidence indicated that response sets might be "real" variables of 

personality rather than merely incidental sources of erroro He pres.e~ted 

four sources of variance due to response sets, one of which he believed 

was "true" variance, but said that the four kinds of variance are so 

entangled as to be, inseparableo He recommended that, except when one 

is interested in studying the personality characteristic reflected in 

the response set, these sets should 'be avoided or eliminated, if 

possibleo Several recommendations were made, the primary one being 

the use of multiple-choice ite~s as· a ·control for response seto 

The studies mentioned above served to pave the way for future 

studies and to give a measure of direction to them. However, it was 

not until Allen F,dwards published~ Social Desirability Variable in 

Personality As'sessment and Research (1957) that interest became wide

spreado This was the beginning of a controversy that has filled the 

journals with a large number of articles defenqing or attacking response 

styles, such as social desirability and acquiescence, and attempting 

to define the relationship between themo The plan of the rest of this 

section will be to take 'up the various response styles of concern to 

this investigation and to present the pertinent findings relative to 

eacho Many- 9f th~ problems alluded to above will be dealt with in 

more detail belowo 

Summary of the Literature 

Social Desirability 

It is difficult to talk about social desirability without discussing 
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the work of Allen Ekiwards~ In addition to the many- studies done by 

him, there have been a great many more which have , been·· undertaken as a 

result of his studies. ·The first part of this section will be given to 

a discussion of these investigationso 

F.dwards (1957) accepts as the primary unit of personality description, 

"a statement about a persono" He contends that all statements about 

peo:ele can be placed along a coptinuum ~of social desirability. He 

proposes that each statement can be judged according to any of the 

psychological scaling methods ai'rl its position on this dimension so 

located. 

&iwards belleved, also, that the probability of endorsing an item, 

ioeo, saying that it reflects a characteristic of one's own personality, 

is directly and highly correlated with the scale value of the item. 

To test this hypothesis, he presented 140 personality statements to a 

group of 152 judges (F.dwards, 195Ja) and obtained scale values by the 

method of successive intervalso The statements were then administered 

to a new group of 140 studentso The correlation between scale values 

and probability of endorsement was o87o F.dwards (1957) rep~rted seven 

other studies which reported correlations ranging from 082 to o92o 

&iwards recognized that the tendency to give socially desirable 

responses to personality inventory items varied among individuals. In 

order to be able to test the degree of this tendency he developed what 

has come to be known as the Social Desirability Scale (SD Scale)o He 

chose items which were heterogeneous in content, but which had high 

social desirability scale valueso These items were chosen from 

several of the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI) 

scaleso The original SD Scale contained 79 itemso The scale was later 
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shortened to 39 items. Edwards reasoned that since the SD Scale was 

an independent measure, any correlation of it with another scale should 

indicate the degree to which the social desirability variable is 

operating in that test at that timeo 

Edwards felt that the tendency to give socially desirable responses 

is a fairly stable personility characteristic, ioe., if a person 

responds in this way on one inventory he will consietently respond in 

this way on other inventorieso 

DeSoto, Kuethe, and Bosley (1959,) attempted a redefinition of 

Edwards social desirability concepto They gave the SD Scale under three 

setso For the first condition the instructions were the same as those 

of Edwardso Social approval instructions were used for condition two 

and social welJ.-being instructions were used for the third conditiono 

A significant difference was found between responses in conditions one 

and two but not for conditions one and three. The investigators concluded 

that Edwards' SD Scale actually measures social well-being instead of 

social approvalo They, felt that the desire for social well-being was 

more salient than social desirabilityo 

Couch and Keniston (1960), using factor analysis, developed a 360 
' 

item Over-All-Agreement Scale (OAS)o These investigators believed that 

this scale wa·s a pure measure of aoquiescenceo Taylor (1961) criticized 

the ois, and suggested that it might be another measure of the social 

desirability set similar to Fdwards• SD Scale rather than a measure of 

agreeing response seto F.dwards and Walker (196la) correlated the 

correlations between MMPI scores and OAS scores with the percent of 

scale items keyed socially undesirableo Partialling out the percent 
J·-·-

of scale items keyed truep the correlation was o69o The correlation 



between MMPI correlations and percent of items keyed true with social 

undesirability partialled out was .80. They concluded that the OAS 
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correlations with MMPI scales are consisteht with both the acquiescence 

and the social desirability h;ypothesis, and thus, the two are confounded 

in the OAS. 

Couch and Keniston (1961) factor ana~zed 32 MMPI scales, the S.D 

Scale, and scales from the OAS. They concluded that the results 

supported their contentiol,l that the agreeing response tendency, as 

measured by the OAS, is independent of social desirability, but that 

the SD Scale was cont·aminated by an agreeing response set. 

In a rejoinder, Edwards and Walker (1961b) argued that the negative 

correlation of the SD Scale and OAS found by Couch and Keniston was due 
' 

to the fact that subjects who obtained high scores on OAS were giving 

more socially undesirable responses. In other words, the OAS has 

many socially undesirable items. ·The reason the correlation (-.34) was 

not higher, acco~ng to Jlliwards and Walker, was because of the presence 

of many neutral items in the· OAS. Edwards and Walker criticized the 

method by which Couch and Keniston rotated the factor loadings, also. 

They used the same data' in a factor analysis and came up with nearly 

opposite results·. 

The relationship between the SD Scale and acquiescence was further 

investigated by Solomon and Klein (1963). The purpose of their study 

was to "provide a further test of Edwards' and Walker's (196la) hypothesis 

that scores on the OAS (and MMPI scales) are influenced by••• social 
. I 

desirabilit y tendencies" (p. 176). · They administered three measures 

of response set and five content scales to 125 schizophrenic patients 

am 135 college subjects and found that OAS is significantly anQ 
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negatively correl'ated with social desirability. They then carried out 

a taator analysis ot the scales and found two factors: (I) Agreeableness 

an:i (II) Social Desirability. Factor I seemed to contain an element 

ot non1ooial desirability, but Faator II did not ·seem to contain an 

agreeableness compone,nt, indicating support for miwards' and Walker's 

hypothesis that OAS' contained a component of social undesirability, 

but the SD Scale did not contain acquiescence. 

Webster (1962), in reviewing the findings relative to acquiescence 

and social desirability concluded, "Arguments concerning whether the 

'response set effect• is due to acquiescence (or denial) or instead 

to social unde$irability (or desirability), have seemed strange if not 
·' 

trivial 0000 For it has long been obvious that these two 'dimensions' 

are functionally integrated into a larger syndrome within personality" 

(p., 790). Webster argued that "denial" and social desirability are 

positively correlated, and,. that acquiescence is correlated with 

endorsing socially undesirable itemso This conclusion is partly based 

upon results of his o~ investigation in which 21 "social desirability_" 

items correlated - • .58, or -092 after correction for attenuation, with . 

20 "overall agreement items." 

Another explanation of the relationship between social desirability 

and acquiescence is to be found in a study by Carol Jean Diers (1964). 

She constructed. 10 40-item scales with varying percentages of social 

desirability cont~nt presento Prediction regarding correlations were 

made on the basis of both the social desirability hypothesis and the 

acquiescence hypothesiso Of the 45 predicted interoorrelations, 35 

were different for the two hypotheses., Twenty-one of the 35 obtained 

correlations supported the social desirability hypothesis an:i 14 
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supported the acquiescence ~othesis. In every case where the social 

desirability ~thesis predicted a significant correlation the 

prediction was confirmedo The acquiescence ~thesis was confirmed 

only when the predictions based upon the social desirability hypothesis 

were zeroo Diers concluded, "It seems that social desirability 

considerations outweigh other response sets, but that for some types 

acquiescence does account for some ~r the variance" (po 76). 

Edwards (1961) reviewed some of the arguments concerning the social 

desirability and acquiescence hypoth~~es a~ stated that he agreed with 

Cronbach that acquiescence operates only when items are difficult and 

ambiguouso He suggested that when items are neutral, i .. eo, social . 
desirability is not obvious, the .social d~sirability set cannot operate 

and the response becomes much more influenced by acquiescence tendencies. 

E.dwards. reported in his 1953 study that he found no differences in 

social desirability values as a function of age, sex, or educationo 

With reference to socioeconomic differences he said, "What is considered 

socially desirable or undesirable in the way of personality statements 

is culturally determinedo Social desirability scale values of personality 

statements may, therefore, vary from culture to culture or from judging 

group to judging group" · (1957 9 Po 8) o Edwards took this into con-

sideration in developi~g his scales and used statements which would be 

generally stable ov.er many groupso Klett (1957a), Lovaas (1956), and 

Fujita (1956) all found high correlations between scale values of 

items used in the F.dwards'Personal Preference Schedule a?Xi the scale 

values givep to the same items by other groupso Fujita used Japanese-

American subjects and found a correlation of o95o Lovaas used 

Norwegian subjects and reported a correlation of o78o Klett used 
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high school subjects composed of varying socioeconomic groups and 

found no differences between the groups as to the median value of their 

social desirability judgments. 

Mehlman and Warehime ·(1962) used the Index of Social Position 

(Hollingshead and Red.lick,. 1958) to indicate socioeconomic status and 

found no significant differences between groups on the SD Scale for 

socioeconomic status or sex. 

Messick (1960) reported results from his study which disagree 

with those reported aboveo Messick explored the dimensionality of social 

desirability judgments and pointed out that the high correlations reported 

by Eliwards (1957) and Klett (1957b) may be due to the fact that succes-

sive intervals scale values represent a kind of average rating for the 

groups involvedo He reanalyzed the data from Klett, using the original 

ratings rather than the normalized ratings used by Klett, and found 

nine faotorso He concluded that social desirability is multidimensional. 

He argued that finding this many factors with a restricted sample of 

42 items and 108 cases indicated that these dimensions were due to 

differences in individual points of view and were not just cultural 

differenceso Messick pointed out ~hat his study dealt with dimensions 

of judged desirability, and this may or may not be related to the 
I 

dimension of the tendency to respond in desirable wayso The major 

criticism of this study is that the subjects were manifestly disturbed 

mental hospital patientso These results may or may not apply to 

normal subjectso 

A number of studies have shown significant correlations between 

the SD Scale and some of the variables included in this stll4yo F.dwards 

(1957) reported a correlation of -060 between the SD Scale and the 



Taylor Manifest Anxiety Scaleo Merrill and Heathers (1956) found an 

even higher correlation of -0840 They found a correlation of -090 

between the SD Scale an:i Drakews Sooial Introversion Scale. A 

correlation of -o.50 was reported between the SD Scale and Winne's 

Neuroticism Scale. The same authors reported a correlation of .14 

between the SD Scale and the MMPI Lie Scaleo 

Stricker (1963) reported a significant interaction between sex 

and the SD Scale for the variables of confidence, learning time, and 

immediate recalL Howeve~ 9 he concluded that this effect may have 

been due to an interaction of th~ females with the male examinero 

Stricker reported in this same article that persons with high SD 

scores had greater confidence and greater recall in a learning tasko 

He conceded that his results lend some support to F.dwards' belief 

that anxiety and learning are relatedo :&iwards argued that those 

who report low anxiety tend to make a good impression on personality 

scales (high SD) and make a good impression in learning situationso 

F.dwards (1957) believes that those who score high on the SD Scale .,;i.~d 

score low on the Manifest Anxiety Scale are really highly anxiouso 
., 

This is contrary to Taylor 0 s (1953) assumptions about her anxiety 

scale. Stricker pointed out that Edwards' reinterpretation does not 

explain results of many studies of anxiety and learningo However, 

since social desirability and anxiety do seem to be related, it might 

be more meaningful to consider social desirability, at lea.st on 

personality scales, as simply a reflection of anxietyo 
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Adams and Kirby (1963) studied the relationship of manifest anxiety9 

social desirability, and acquiescenceo They made positively and negatively 

keyed scales for the Manifest Anxiety Scale and the SD Scale and reversed 



scales for both. The subjects were given an SD Scale and a Manifest 

Anxiety Scale (either positive or negative) and the reversed scale 

two weeks later. Cox-relations were computed as were response set and 

content sooreso They concluded that the Manifest Anxiety Scale is 

relatively free of response set and that the SD Scale is measuring 

both response set and social desirability due to ambiguity of items. 

This study can be criticized on the _grourxisthat the r.-eversed scales 

and the positive and negative scales may not be psychologically 

equivalent (cfo Christie, et alo, 1958)0 

Edwards, et alo (1962) did a factor analysis of 61 personality 

scales, including the Manifest Anxiety Scale, the MMPI K Scale, the 

SD Scale~the Agreement Re:sponse Scale (from Couch and Keniston•s OAS 

Scale, 1960) 11 and the Marlowe-Crowne SD Scaleo The three primary 

factors found were: (I~ Social Desirability, (II) Acquiescence, and 

(III) Lieo The loadings reported are given in Table Io The results 

indicate that Manifest Anp.e.ty is indirectly related to Social 

Desirabilityo This supports Edwards' bypothesiso The MMPI K Scale 
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is heavily loaded with Social Desirability, but it is contaminated with 

many neutral items11 hence the heavy loading on Factor IIo The Marlowe

Crowne SD Scale seems to be acting more like a lie scale than a social 

4esirability scaleo Agreement Response Set seems to be heavily loaded 

on Acquiescence, but also loads heavily and negatively on Social 

Desirabilityo 

The Marlowe-Crowne Social Desirability Scale was developed as an 

alternative to F.dwards' SD Scale (Crowne and Marlowe, 1960) o All 

evidence seems to indicate that this scale is similar in function to 

a lie scale and may not be measuring the same thing as E:iwards' SD 
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Scale (Marlowe and Crowne, 1961). The authors of this scale feel that 

social desirability responding is a function of a need for social 

approval. They have provided some empirical evidence for its construct 
' . 

validity (Crowne and Strickland, 1961). 

TABLE I 

ROTATED FACTOR IDADmlS (From ~wards, et al, 1962) 

Scale Factor I Factor II Factor IlI 

MAS -094 025 .15 

K 073 -056 -.06 

L 025 -0 61 . -o.95 

SD ~97 -018 oOl 

M-C SD 028 -055 -.61 

ARS -044 .69 -.11 

Acquiescence 

Cronbach (1950) stated that acquiescence is most influential as 

items become difficult or ambiguous p and indicated that-his response set 

is not a general characteristic which shows up in all tests, but is 

affected by test contento This contention has been the basis of a great 

deal of the research done with this response style. Most of the evidence 

seems to support this positiono 

• Berg and . Rapaport (1954) investigated acquiescence in an unstructured 

questionnaire. They administered .a form which was similar to the 

questionnaire form, but which had no actual questions. The subjects 
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were required to imagine tl;ie correct answer when various options , such 

as "true," "false," ttyes," "uncertain, " '"and "no," were presented to them. 

They found that acquiescence appeared at a high level of significance. 

The invest~gators im.icated:· that '· there was evidence of a slight position 

preference, but this was not a major factor. The major preference was 

for "cul~urally valued aspects of option content," i.e., ''Yes," "true," 

"agree 9 " etc. These results may be interpreted as supporting Cronbach's 

statement concerning ambiguity of items, but they are not evidence 

against the hypothesis that acquiescence is a general personality 

varial:>le. 

Support for acquiescence as a personality variable was presented 

by Couch and Keniston (196o) in an article previously discussed. After 

developing and testing their Over-All~Agreement Scale, they concluded 

that the agreeing response tendency (acquiescence) is based upon a 

central perso~lity · syndrome. · 

The study by Liberty (1963) reported earlier s9ught to test Couch 

and Keniston•s hypothesis in a specific area of item content, that of 

value achievement. He concluded -from his results that no general 

attribute of response acquiescence exists independently of the measures 

used to assess it. Liberty stated that acquiescence appears to be a 

function of certain situational variables, and in particular, the 

perceived desirability of the statement. 

Foster (196la) investigated acquiescent response set as a measure 

of acquiescence in a behavioral situation. His measure of acquiescence 

was an aphorism questionnaire and a difficult true-false test adapted 

from the Information True Test by Gage (1957). The behavioral measure 

was an Asch-like conformity situation in which the subjects knew the 
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supposed. group answer and were to indicate. their judgment of stimuli 

by closing-· a switcho Foster found only one significant relationship 

between agreement response set ard the behavioral measureo He concluded 

that this was a Type I erroro Fosterg s results were i1'1terpreted as 

oontradioting the a11umption that agreement response aet is a measure 

ot a generalized tendency to aoquiesceo · The major criticism ot this 

study centers around whether or not acquiescence and behavioral 

conformity are the !!Jame thingo Whatever this, behavior may be called, 

it does not seem to be related to psychometric ac~uiescenceo 

In 1963, Foster repeated the essential aspects of his 1961 study 

usinc d1f'ferent measures or agreement response set and fou?;x:l°essentially 

the same resultso He concluded that agreement response set is not a 

generalized tendency to acquiesce (cfo, Foster, 196lb)o 

Peabody (1961) studied-attitu:ie content and agreement set in 

scales of ·autboritarianism9 dogmatism11 anti-semitism.11 ~ economic 

conservatism and concluded. that agreement response set is not a 

mechanical process11 but operates only insofar as the subject is 

uncertaino 

Husak (1961) administered eight tests of acquiescence, including 

an extra s~nsory perception test in whic~ the subjects were asked to 

gueas·-wb&t answer the experimenter was thinkingo He used rating scales, 

vocabulary tests, and Bass's (1956) Social Acquiescence Scalep alsoo 

ns ooncl'U.sion was that no support was fotmd for the role of acquiescence 

as a general personality variabla9 but that aqquiescence may be related 

to specific content materialo 

Banta (1961) investigated social attitude and response styleso He 

developed seven response style scales which were essentially acquiescence 



measures and found that . the degree of acquiescence increased with 

referent ambiguity for five of the seven measures. . , . 
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Hanley (1959) concluded that ,there is no generar trait of response 

acquiescence independent of specific instruments used to measure ito 

He used six new scal,s of 20 ' items eacho · He C9:llle up with a newly 

stated conclusion that there are different "acquiescences" ·and these 
I 

may include responses to the specific type of item wording. 

McGee (1961) administere~ seven measures of response acquiescence 

and two behavioral taskso All the measures reliably measured something, 

but were not measuring a common variableo McGee concluded from his 

results that it could not be demonstrated that response acquiescence was 

a stable behavioral tendency, or tha~ acquiescence measures could be 

used to predict performance in an independent behavior tasko He 

suggested that two different dimensions of acquiescence exist: (1) 

social acquiescence, denoting conformity, suggestibility, and persuasibility, 

and (2) response acquiescence, operationa~~y defined as a tendency to 

agree with psychometric test items irrespective of their content. This 

study was a dissertation study and was published in two parts (McGee, 

Extensive reviews of response style studies have been made by 

Jackson and Messick (19.58) and by McGee (1962c)o Both reviewers are 

of the opinion that acquiescence is related to personality variables. 

At first thought, this seems to be contradictory to all of the studies 

which have shown· that acquiescence is not a personality variable which 

is present regardless of contento The key lies in the words "a 

personality variable" and "related to personality variableso" Acquiescence 

is not "a personality variable," as has already been indicated, but it 



does seem to be "related" to certain personality variables. In other 

words, persons with certain personality trait s seem t o have a greater 

tendency to acquiesce than do persons Without these traits. Couch and 

Xenisto~ (1960) related aoquiesoenoe to "Im.pulsivity, Dependency, 

Anxiety, Mania 9 Anal Preoccupation, and Anal Resentment" (p. 173)0 
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The relationship of acquiescence to some of these variables is supported 

by the work of Adorno, et alo, (1950) and others who followed up his 

work on the authoritarian personalityo The measure of authoritarianism 

was the Calif ornia F Scale. The authoritarian person is seen as one 

who l acks self-confidence , is weak in ego-strength, and is highly 

dependent upon "authority." Since the F Scale and acquiescence are 

quite highly related (Adorno 9 et al., 1950; Chapman and Campbell, 1959; 

Jackson, 1957) it may be concluded that acquiescence is one of a family 

of traits included i~ authoritarianism (Gage, et al., 1957). 

The relationship of acquiescence to some of the personality 

variables used in this thesis has been investigated by a number of 

authors. Eysenck (1962) investigated acquiescence in the Maudsley 

Personality Inventoryo He used as his measure of acquiescence the 

Calf!ornia F Scale~ He found that this measure was not correlated 

with either the Extraversion Scale or the Neuroticism Scale of the 

Maudsley Personality Inventory. He stated: 

It is ••• possible that many different acquiescence 
response sets exist 9 each confined to one type 
of material; if this were so, questionnaires 
relating to personality items might form a class 
independent of the response set generated by 
social .attitude items (p. 20 ) . 

Eysenck later investigated this hypothesis (Eysenck, 1963). 

He developed two simplified neuroticism scales and four simplified 
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extraversion scales and keyed them so that significant correlations of 

congruent scales would be indicative of response set. He found significant, 

but very low,. correlations of .12 and -.I4, respectively. Eysenck 

concluded that acquiescent response set was operating, but was of little 

importanceo It might ·be noted that simplification of item content 
I 

could have accounted for the low correlation. 

Gaier and Bass (1959) administered measures of authoritarianism, 

acquiescence, and ethnocentrism to subjects in three different geographical 

regionso The subjects were students at the University of Washburne, 

Topeka (Midwest); University of Maryland (Middle Atlantic); and 

Louisiana State University (Southern). Differences in means for the 

three groups were found t~ be significant at the .01 level. The means 

of the Southern group were highest, while the means of the Midwest group 
I 

were lowest on all three scales. The Southern group showed a greater 

tendency to acquiesce. 

Several investigators studied the relationship of acquiescence and 

intelligence. The C&lifornia F Scale has been found to be hfghly 

correlated with acquiescence and is often used as a measure of this 

response style. Several investigators have found significant negative 

correlations betwe.en the F Scale and intelligence (Adorno, et al., 

1950; Gough9 1951; Cohn, 1952). Bass (1956) reported significant, low, 

negative correlations between his Social Acquiescence Scale and ''various 

ability measures." 

Shaw (1961) found a negative correlation between Social Acquiescence 

and intelligence 9 also. In the same study9 Shaw found correlations 

significant at the . 01 level between Social Acquiescence and both age 

and sex. The measure of intelligence used was the Concept Mastery Test. 
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No correlation was found between ~ocial Acquiescence and education. 

Chapnan and Campbell (1959) used the Ohio State Psychological Exam 

and the verbal and mathematics parts ·of the College Boards exams and 

reported negative correlations of -~26 and -.35 between these variables 

and the California F Scale. 

Nunnally and Husek (1958) reported a high negative correlation 

between education and acquiescence (-.69). Their measure of acquiescen~e 

was very different from measures used by other investigators. Randomly 

chosen foreign words were substituted f6r meaningful components of test 

items and subjects were asked to agree or disagree with the statements. 

The statements were stated as cause and effect relationships and, as 

indicat~d, "persons with more education tend to disagree with causal 

explanations of all kinds" (p. 281). 

It was mentioned earlier that Shaw (1961) found significant sex 

differences for the Social .Acquiescence S'.cale. 'Berg and Rapaport (1954) 

found sex differen~es _for their unstructured "questionnaire," also. 

However, they attributed these differences to the role and sex of the 

examiner. 

Defensiveness 

The primary measures proposed to measure defensiveness are the 

MMPI K Scale and the Hanley Sx Scale. The literature concerning 

defensiveness is somewhat confusing. :Edwards (1953b) reported a 

correlation of .81 between the SD Scale and the K Scale. Fordyce (1956) 

reported a correlation of .69 between these variables. Hanley (1956, 

1957) found similar results. These authors concluded that ·the K Scale 

was actually a measure of set to respond in terms of social desir~bility 
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and that defensiveness is probably just another name for this response 

style. 

Fricke (1956) argued that the K·Sca~ is actually a measure of 

aoquieecenoe, since a scale developed by him to measure aoquiesoence 

correlated highly with the K' Scale. 

Couch and Keniston (1960) found a significant correlation between 

the K Scale and acquiescehceo However» the relationship was negative 

(-oJB), indicating that the K Scale is a measure of denial. 

Rosen (1956) administered the MMPI using the usual directions and 

later with a set for personal desirability, ioeo, the subjects were asked 

to 11-nswer '"true• if the item described a behavior which was personally 

considered desirable in a person of one's own age or sex" (p. 158). He 

counted the number of items on which each subject answered discrepantly 

between the two conditionso He fourid a correlation of .87 between the 

number of subjects who answered "true" to each of the items in the self-

appraisal condition and the number who answered "true" to each item in 

the personal desirability conditiono The number of discrepancies was 

correlated with the MMPI K Scale results from the self-appraisal formo 

Rosen arguedg 

If K can be taken as a measure of defensiveness, 
then a high correlation can be taken as evidence 
for the hypothesis that the previously reported 
correlation - that between self-endorsement and 
desirability - is at least in part due to the 
consciou$ or unconscious attempt to give good 
self-impressions (p. 157). 

The correlation was -.90 for males and -.65 for females. Rosen 

concluded: 

The degree of defensiveness defined by K is a 
fairly good predictor ••• of the tendency not 
to call traits and behaviors undesirable i~ 



they are believed to be present in oneself, 
and not to oall them desirable if they are 
believed absent. 

Jackson (1957) found evidence that the K Scale contains both 

acquiescence and social desirability. 

Still another view of the K .Scale is that given by Comrey (19,58). 

Comrey factored the K Scale with age, sex, and hospitilization. He 
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found factors of Cynicism, Euphoria~ Shyness, Hospitilization, Hostility, 

Family Dissension, Feelings of Inadequacy, and Worry. He concluded that 

the K Scale was not measuring defensiyeness and should not be used as 

a correction device. 

More recently, Bendig (1962) found that among 12 scales which he 

factored (previously named), defensiveness was found to be a factor 

separate from both social desirabtlity and acquiescence. The K Scale 

was the only scale to load heavily on this factor. It loaded .52. 

Lie scales have not been studied extensively as measures of response 

styleo The Lie Scale of the MMPI was developed as a validating score 
) 

for use with the other scales of the Inventory (Hathaway and McKinley, 

1951)0 The authors suggested that .it might be of interest as a measure 

of a special personality trend. 

Many investigators of response style have correlated the MMPI Lie 

Scale with the various response styles ~iscussed previously, with varying 

resultso Fordyce (1956) found a low~ but significant, correlation (.24) 

of the Lie Scale with Edwards' SD Scale. Merrill and Heathers (1956) 

reported a correlation between the~e two variables of .14. 
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Hanley (1957) found significant correlations of the Lie Scale with 

the X Scale (.4-0), his Sx Scale (.57), and Edwards' SD Scale (.35). 

Hanley concluded t~t these scales are all measuring social desirability. 

Couch and Keniston· (196o) fourrl ·a conelation of -.42 with their 

OAS Scale, which is supposed to ' be measuring •oquiescence. If the Lie 

Scale is. related to social desirability (cf. Messick and Ross, 1962), 

this would tend to support Edwards• argument that t})e OAS test is 

confounded with social desirability. Bendig (1960) factor analyzed 12 

anxiety and neuroticism inve~tories, including F.dwards' SD Scale and 

the Lie Scale. The Lie Scale loaded heavily on one factor, only. The 

SD Scale loaded .39 on this same factor, but loaded -.57 on emotionality, 

also. There is apparently considerable communality between the Lie 

Scale and the SD Scale. However, these scales seem to have quite a bit 

of specificity, also. 

Evidence that these factors are not the same comes from Edwards, 

Diers, and Walker (1962). These authors found the three factors· of 

Social Desirability, AcquiesceRce, and Lieo The SD Scale loaded .97, 

- 018, and .Ol on the three factors., respectively. The Lie Scale 

l oaded .25 on Social Desirability and -.65 on Lie. To further confuse 

the issue, the Lie Scale loaded -.61 on acquiescence. 

Bendig (1962) ~uilt three lie scales using 13 items from the MMPI 

Lie Scale and six "motivational distortion" items from the MD Scale of 

Cattell's NPF questionnaire. These three scales loaded moderately on 

the Test-taking Acquiescence Factor. The scales were named Lie-ED, 

Lie-SF, and Lie-Elt. Lie-ED loaded .18, Lie-SF loaded .29, and Lie-Ex 

loaded .32. Lie-ED loaded .21 on Sex and Lie-Ex loaded .29 on 

defensi veness. 
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Crowne and Marlowe (1960) attempted to develop a social desirability 

scale which was somewhat different from F.dwards' SD Scale. The items 

for t~eir test were drawn from a population defined by behaviors which 

are culturaJ.ly approved, but which a.re relatively unlikely to occuro 

The similarity to the Lie Scale is obvious, and it is not surprising that 

this scale correlated o.54 with the Lie Scaleo The Crowne-Marlowe SD 

Scale correlated 040 with the K Scale and 065 with F.dwards' SD Scaleo 

In both, their 1960 study and a later study (Marlowe and Crowne, 1961), 

these authors argued that F.dwards' SD Scale was a measure of the 

willingness to admit to symptoms indicative of maladjustmento The 

Crowne-Marlowe SD Scale was designed to be free from pathological 

implicationso 

Gibson (1962) investigated the Lie Scale of the Maudsley Personality 

Inventory and its relationship to the Extraversion Scale arrl the . 
Neuroticism Scale of the same inventoryo He found no relationship 

between the Lie Scale and Extraversiono In a sample of American college 

students he found a negative and nonlinear relationship between the Lie 

Scale and Neuroticismo ·Gibson cross-validated the study on 244 Maryland 

subjects and 100 British apprenticeso The Lie Scale and the Neuroticism. 

Scale were negatively arrl nonlinearly related for the Maryland subjects, 

but were .negatively and linearly related for the British apprenticeso 

Gibson felt that the latter subjects may have perceived that their 

future in the company would be affected by their performance on these 

tests, since they were given on company timeo 

Summary 

Since the publication of two articles by Cronbach (l946, 1950), 
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there has .been an ever increasing amount of interest in response styles • 

. The majority of the work done in this area has been with social 

desirability and ac~uiescenceo other styles that have been investigated 

are defensiveness and lying. 

Several questions have been rais~d relative to response style. What 

are response styles? Are they gf)neral personality variables? Are they 

ways of responding to specific content? Are they both of these? How 

many styles are there1 Why do people respond in these different ways? 

The answers have been more numerous than .. the questions. F..dwards 

(1957) developed a response style me.asure which he contends measures 

social approval, or social desirabilityo DeSoto, Kuethe, and Bosley 

(1959) redefjJied the SD Scale as a measure of desire for well-beingo 

Others argued .that the SD Scale was contaminated with another style, 

' 
acquiescence ~ Much debate has centered around the existence of these 

two styles and their relationship to one anothero In general, results 

seem to support the arguments for both social desirability and acquiescence 

as response styleso These styles seem to operate under different 

circumstances. When i tems are rel ati vely easy to understand, the social 

desirability response is foundo If the i tem is difficult or ambiguous, 

the tendency seems to be to agree. 

Defensiveness seems to be very- closely related to social desirability 

and similar motives are probably basic to both of these styleso The 

scales designed to measure defensiveness seem to be contaminated with 

other factors» notahly, acquiescence. 

Iqing appears to be a type of social desirability responding in 

which t he i tems represent behaviors which are clearly socially desirable, 

but which are seldom performed. 
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This writer feels that response styles are not personality 

variables as such, although they are related to and produced by certain 
' 

personality characteristics. Cronbach (1950, p. 17) stated that response-

set variance contains three elements: 

into: 

lo Chance variance; resulting from purely random 
excess of choiqe of one or another alternative. 

2o Internally consistent but momentary response 
tendencies; sets operating throughout one 
testing, but shifting on a retest at another 
timeo 

Jo Stable response t~ndencies; sets operating con
sistently even when the same test is given at 
different timeso 

Cronbach (1950, p. 18) stated that Type 3 variance should be divided 

3ao Valid variance, the portion of 3 that correlates 
with the criterion the test is intended to 
predict and 

Jbo Invalid variance, the portion of 3 that does 
not correlate with the criterion. 

Response-set variance of Type 1 is simply error variance and may be 

controlled by lengthening the testo Variance of Type 2, as Cronbach 

states, "is unquestionably harmfulo" It is generally treated as error 

varianceo While it cannot be controlled by lengthening the test, it 

can be partially controlled by so structuring the test situation as to 

produce the same set in each examinee for each administration of the 

test. Type 3 variance is of special interest to this studyo Part Ja 

gives no troubleo · It is probably no more than another measure of the 

criterion masquerading under another nameo Cronbach believed Jb to be 

ha:rmfulo However,. if response set is a manifestation of a complex of 

personality traits, its effect can be evaluated by improvement of the 



criterion. To do this,, we wov.ld need a method for breaking a hetero

geneous criterion down into its component parts. 

Hypotheses 

The problems with which this thesis is concerned is embodied in 

the following questions: Does response style va:ry as a function of 

difference in personality? What factors have the greatest effect on 

response style? 

In answer to these questions, three general hypotheses and 18 

specific hypotheses are proposedo 

General Hypotheses 

Io Response style is significantly related to personality 

difference so 

Canonic~l correlation is the method of statistical analysis used 

to test the hypotheses of this studyo This method correlates two sets 

of variableso The two sets used in this study have been defined as 

response style variables and personality variableso Hypothesis II and 

III are related to the ·relative weights of the variables within each 

seto 

IIo In the relationship between response style variables and 

pe~sonality variables, the personality variables with the greatest 

influence are anxiety and verbal abilityo 

Jl 

The reference to anxiety and verbal ability as personality variables 

is defended on the basis of the definition of personality presented 

earliero Personality was defined as, "The individual characteristics 

and ways of behaving which in their organization and patterning account 
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for an individual's unique adjustment to his total environment" (Hilgard, 

1962, p. 627). 

III. In the relationship between response style variables and 

personality variables, the response style with the greatest influence 

is social desirability. 

Specific Hypotheses 

lo Verbal aptitude, as measured by the Wide Range Vocabulary 

Test, is directly related to social desirability. lying, and defensivenesso 

2o Verbal aptitude, as measured by the Wide Range Vocabulary Test, 

is inversely related to acquiescericeo 

3o Anxiety, as measured by the Taylor Manifest .Anxiety Scale, is 

directly related to acquiescenceo 

4o Anxiety, as measured by the Taylor Manifest .Anxiety Scale, is 

inversely related to social desirability, lying, and defenstveness. 

5. Conformity, as measured by Barron's Independence of Judgment 

Scale, is directly related to acquiescenceo 

60 Conformity, as measured by Barron's Independence of Judgment 

Scale, is inversely related to social desirability, lying, and 

defensiveness. 

7. E;xtraversion, as measured by the Maudsley Personality Inventory 

Extraversion Scale, is directly related to social desirability, lying, 

arxl defensiveness. 

8. Extraversion, as measured by the Maudsley Personality Inventory 

Extraversion Sca.).e, is inversely related to acquiescence. 

9. Neuroticism, as measured by the Maudsley Personality Inventory 

Neuroticism Scale, is directly related to acquiescenceo 



and defensiveness. 

11. Socioeconomic Status, as determined by Centeris Occupational 

Index, is directly related to acquiescence. 
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12. Socioeconomic Status, as determined by Center's O~cupational 

Index, is inversely related to social desirability, lying, and defensive-

ness. 

13. Acquiescence is greater for males than for fem.ales .. 

14. Social desirability, lying, and defensiveness are lower for 

males than for females. 

15. Age is directly related to acquiescence .. 

16. Age is inversely related to social desirability, lying, and 

defensiveness. 

17. Those in attendance at Bethany Nazarene College score higher 

on social desirability, lying, and defensiveness than students in 

o.tt.endance at Oklahoma State University. 

18. Those in attendance at Bethany Nazarene College score lower 

on acquiescence than those in attendance at Oklahoma State Universityo 

The predicted direction of each of the relationships hypothesized 

is presented in Table !Io While the relationships among the various 

response styles and among the various personality variables are not.of 

prirrti!li.ry concern, the predicted directions of these :relationships are 

iricluded. 



Variables 

Response Styles 

Social Desirability 

. .Acquiescence 

Defensiveness 

Personality Variables 

Verbal Ability 

Amiety 

Extraversion 

Neuroticism 

Socioecoriomic Status 

Sex 

•. • St:,;les ·. Personality Variables 

. A~q.. . # .. _m: J! ; IJAS ·~·. Con .! . !!!. . Sex !S,! Coll 

+ + + - +. -
+ + + 

·+ + + 

+ + 

+ -
+ + 

.... 

+ 

+ + 

+ 

+ + 

+ + 

0 

, .... ,. -
+ .. 

-
+ 

+ 

0 

0 

·+ 

+ 

+ 

0 

0 



CHAPTER, III 

MErHOD AND PROCEDURE 

Scales 

In this c~pter, a brief description will be given of each of the 

scales used. The actual scale i~ems are presented in Appendix A. 

Social Desirability 

Two scales were used to measure social desirability: F.d.wards' SD 

Scale and the Crowne-Marlowe SD Scale. F.d.wards chose items from the 

Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI) scales which were 

heterogeneous in content and presented them to judges to be rated as to 

social desirability. Those items which were judged by all the judges 

as being high in social desirability, i.e., representing behavior which 

is acceptable to people in general, were selected for the SD Scale. The 

original scale contained 79 items. The number of items was reduced to 

39 later. The scale was validated by construct validity. It was 

theorized that the social desirability scale value of the items would 

correlate highly with the probability of endorsement. As previously 

reported, correlations between these two variables ranged from .82 to 

.92. The reliabiiity of the scale was checked by Husek (1959). He 

reported a reliability coefficient of .79. The SD Scale contains 22 

items which are contained in the Taylor Manifest Anxiety Scale (Taylor, 

35 
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195:3). Bendig (1959a) pr.esented evidence that the 22 overlapping items 

and the 17 non-overlapping items correlate differentially with other 

"anxiety" scales. Therefore, the sca+e used in this study contained 

the 17 non-overlapping items, only. 

The devel0pers of the Crowne-'-farlowe Social .Desirability Scale have 

proposed an alternative modal to Edwards' conception of social desirability. 

Their appr.oach was to select items re;f'lecting behaviors which are 

obviously culturally &Qceptable am approved, but which are relatively 

unlikely to occur. Their criteria for selection of items included the 

requirement that the item have minimal pathological or abnormal implications. 

The final test form included '.3'.3 items. Thirty of these items were used 

in the present study. Crowne and Marlowe (196o) reported a reliability 

of .88 using the Kuder-Richardson formula 20 (K-R 20) and a test-retest 

correlatiop of 089. 

Acquiescence 

The Bass Social Acquies~ence Scale was used as the measure of 

acquiescence (Bass, 1956). This scale was developed to measure social 

. acquiesQence, i.e. , agreement with a wide variety of generalizations 

concerning how perso~s behave or should behaveo Three hundred hetero

geneous items were administered to 200 college subjects. By item 

analysis, 56 items were chosen which were accepted by at least 40 

percent more of the upper 25 percent of the subjects than by the lower 

25 percent. The' entire 56 item scale is presented in Appendix A. Two 

of these items are presented here by way of clarification: "Obedience 

i s the mother of success." "Amusement is the medicine for worry." 

All i tems are keyed "Agree." The corrected split-half reliability of 
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the scale was reported as .92 for a sample of 50 West Coast residents 

and 50 Southern college students. The K-R 21 reliability was .Bl for a 

more homogeneous sample composed or 1491 Louisiana college students. 

Husek (1959) reported a reliability ot 084 tor the ·subjeots in his studyo 

Lie Scales 

The Lie Scale or the MMPI was designed as a validating scale for 
,. 

the MMPI scales (Hathaway and McKinley, 1951)0 Its purpose was to 

measure "the degree to· 'which tpe subject may be attempting to falsify 

his score by always choo'sing the response that places him in the most 

acceptable light socially" (po lB)o The scale contains 15 items which 

represent socially desirable behaviors which are of such an extreme 

nature as to be unlikely to ocouro A reUability coefficient of 046 

was reported for this scale by Cottle (1950)0 Cottle gave the Lie Scale 

to 100 normal subjectso He used the Individual Form alternately with 

the Group Formo Both testings occurred within one weeko Holzberg and 

Alessi (1949) reported a reliability coefficient of 085 for 30 psychiatric 

patientso He used the complete Individual Form alternately with a 

shortened version of the Individual Formo Both tests were given within 

three dayso 

The Lie Scale of the Maud.slay Personality Inventory was developed 

by :&rsenck and his coworkers to help them in their study of the dimension 

of Extraversion-Introversion and Neurotioism (Eysenck, 1956a)o This 

scale was developed to detect subjects who attempt to present th.iselves 

in a more favorable light by falsifying their answerso It contains 20 

itemso Since the primary interest of the authors was in Extraversion 

and Neuroticism, relability coefficients and correlations with other 
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measures were not reported for the Lie Scale. The Lie Scale was studied 
' 

by Gibson (1962), who reported a split-half reliability of .66 for 18 

of the 20 itemso Only 15 of the ~tems were used in this study since 

five items were worded simil&l\;1.y to items from the MMPI Lie Scaleo 

Defensiveness Scales 

The MMPI K Scale was developed by Meehl and Hathaway (1946) as a 

correction scale, or suppressor variable, for the other scales of the 

MMPio It was developed .by item analysis of the response of 50 patients 

in a psychopathic hospital who were diagnosed as abnormal, but had 

normal MMPI profj,leso The scale was applied to a new sample and it was 

discovered that depressives and schizophrenics scored lower on the scale 

than would be expected on the basis 0£ diagnoses from other sourceso 

Eight items were added to correct for this tendencyo Test-retest 

reliabilities of 072 and 074 were reported by the authorso Cottle (1950) 

reported a reliability· of 076 for his normal subjectso 

Hanley (1957) reasoned that it should be possible to make a scale 

in which desirability and endorsement of items was unrelated when 

responses are honest and which can measure both defensiveness and plus-

gettingo He wanted a scale for which intermediate scores would reflect 

honest answers, high scores would reflect an attempt to make a good 

impression, and low scores would indicate an attempt to "fake bado" 

Hanley selected 53 ·items which had been endorsed by from 36 to 64 

percent of Hathaway's normative group (Meehl and Hathaway, 1946)0 Ten 

items which had been previously rated for social desirability were addedo 

The items were presented to 39 males and 53 female judges who rated 

them on a nine point scaie for social desirabilityo Items were chosen 
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which fell into either the undesirable or the desirable category. Con

sistency of judging was checked by comparing the scale values of the 

t en items which had been judged twiceo Twenty-four items were selected. 

Two other items from a previous study were added . This 26 item scal?e 

was ref erred to as the Ex Scale o The K-R 20 reliaW.11 ty of the Ex Scale 

was o48o Evidence of validity was indirecto Th_e Ex Scale correlated 

064 with the MMPI K Scale and 069 with Edwards' SD Scale. Fricke (1956) 

had reported a relat!onship between the K Scale and acquiescence. In 

order to remove any acquiescence effect for the Ex Scale, the number of 

items keyed t r ue and false was balanced. This necessitated the removal 

of eight "false" itemso The final 18 item scale was called the Sx Scaleo 

The K-R 20 reliability of this scale was o3lo This is low, but it is in 

line with Hanley!s theory for .developing the testo He theorized that 

reliability by an internal consistency method would be, possibly, even 

zero for normals and higher for more homogeneous groups of plus-getters 

or defensive subjectso Hanley•s predictions are correct, and his logic 

is soundo However, these results tell us very little about the usefulness 

of the scaleo He should have determined the test-retest reliability of 

the scale, alsoo This should be relatively high, regardless of the 

internal consistency of the test, if the test is to be useful as a 

predictor of behavioro 

Verbal Ability 

The Wide Range Vocabulary Test (Atwell and Wells, 1945) was chosen 

as the measure of verbal aptitude because it was quick and easy to use 

and because the vocabulary factor correlates highly with general 

intelligence (Wechsler, 1941; French, et alo, 1963)0 This scale 
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orig:1.nally consisted of_, the vocabulary words of the 1916 Stanford-Binet 

Scale (Terman, 1916)0 Two other scales were produced, subsequently. 

Form B was first published in 1937 and contaips. 100 words arranged in 

order of difficultyo Form C was first published in 19',l,5o It contains 

100 wordsp alsoo However, the words in Fprm Care arranged alphabetical~o 

The range of each is 'eight years through . superior adulto Form C was 

used in this studyo 

The Taylor Manifest Anxiety Sqale is the most widely used anxiety 

scale in existence and is one of the best known of all the personality 

scales used in researcho This scale was developed by Taylor (1953) from 

items selected from the MMPI scaleso Two hundred MMPI items were 

submitted to clinicians to be judged according to a definition of 

manifest anxiety gi ven to them by Tayloro Sixty-five items were chosen 

on which there was agreement· among 80 percent of the judges that the 

items were indicative of manifest an:x:ietyo These items, along with 

"buffer" items, were administered to 352 college subjectso Through item 

analysis, the number of items in the scale was reduced to 500 The 

~est is usually administered with 175 buffer itemso Taylor reported 

test-retest reliabilities ranging from 068, when the retesting was done 

a~er 18 weeks and the items were scored from MMPI protocols, to 089, 

when the retesting was done after three weeks using the Biographical 

Inventory (the name given to the 50 anxiety items plus the 175 buffer 

items)o A test=retest reliability of 082 was reported using the 

Biographical Inve~tory and with five months between testingso Indirect 

evidence of the validity of the Taylor Manifest Anxiety Scale was given 
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by Holtzman, et alo, (1952)0 The scale was correlated with Winne's 

Neuroticism Scaleo A correlation 0£ 074, or .86 when corrected, was 

reportedo Higher correlations were reported when only the items 

appearing in the neurotic triad of the MMPI were. usedo This correlation 

was 081, or 099 when correctedo ~his is not surprising when it is noted 

that the Taylor Scale was made up of 30 items from scales other than 

the triad, am Winne's Scale was composed of items from the triad, only. 

There is a great deal of overlap between the shortened Manifest Anxiety 

Scale and the Winne's Neurotioism Scaleo In the present study, only 

28 of the items from the Manifest Anxiety Scale were used because of the 

overlap of these items with Edwards e SD Scaleo 

Socioeconomic S~atus 

During the last 50 yearsll several investigators have developed 

scales which could be us~d to classify people according to socioeconomic 

statuso The best single index has been found to be occupational level 

(Warner» Meeker, and Eells, 1949)0 One such scale was developed by 

Centers (1949; cf, Barber, 19571) Po 174)0 It contains nine different 

categories with the highest occupational level being one and the lowest 

nineo Center 0 s !ndex is presented in Appendix Co 

Extraversion 

The Extraversion Scale of the Maudsley Personality Inventory was 

developed by Eysenck and his coworkers (Eysenck, 1956b)o The Ex:traversion 

Scale contains 24 items 9 and all 24 items were usedo Reliability 

coefficients reported by Jensen (1958) range from 074» using the K-R 20 

formula with American university subjects, to 085, using the split-half 
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method and normal adult maleso Eysenck (l956a) reported a reliability 

of o77o Keehn (1961) reported coefficients of 065 for Arab subjects and 

071 for .British subjeotso 

Neurotioism 

The Neuroticism Scale was taken. from the Ms.udsley Personality 

Inve,ntoryo The full scale contains 24 it~mso Only 23 items were used, 

since one item was worded almost exa~tly the same as an item in the 

Taylor Manifest Anxiety Scaleo. Reliabilities range from .. 78 f'or Arabs 

(Keehn, 1961) to 090 for noHnal adult males (Eysenck, 1956b)o 

Conformity 

The Barron Independence of Judgment Scale was used as the measure 

of Confomityo This scale was developed from 200 items chosen by 

Barron as items whieh se~m,to be related to Independence of Judgmento 

These were redticed9 logi!Clally~ to 840 By item analysis, the number of 

items ehosen .for the final soale was red1J.Ced to 220 All 22 items were 

used in the studyo For the p'!ll'pose of the present study9 the items 

were s©ored for confo:nrdty, rather than for indeperrlenceo 

Sex 

The @orl!"elation of sex w.l th the va:dous scales was perf o:rmed by 

arbitrarily assigning all males to the "onett category and all females 

to the ~'zero" category o The @ort>elationlil sh()uld be interpreted with 

this in :mindo A positive ©ic»l"rehtion of a variable with sex indicates 

that the variable is more ~losely related to males than to femaleso A 

neg~tive relationship with sex indicates that the variable is more 



closely related to females than to maleso 

College 

The correlations of college attended with the various scales was 

computed by assigning all students from Bet1'any Nazarene College to 
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the "one" category and all Oklahopia State University students to the 

"zero" categoryo Positive relationships reflect traits more closely 

associated with Bethany Nazarene College students, and negative relation

ships r eflect traits more closely associated with Oklahoma State 

University studentso 

Subjects 

Subjects were students attending the summer session at Oklahoma 

State University, Stillwater, Oklahoma and Bethany Nazarene College, 

Beth.arzy-, Oklahomao There were 171 Oklahoma State University studentso 

Of these, 42 were males arrl 129 were femaleso All were enrolled in 

undergraduate courses in psychology and educationo Their ages ranged 

from 16 to 43, with mean age being 20o7o The socioeconomic status 

ranges from 1 to 9o The median rank was 4o 

There were 95 subjects from Betharzy- Nazarene Collegeo There were 

46 males and 49 femaleso These subjects were enrolled in various 

courses, including~ biology, history, educationi psychology, and 

mathematicso They ranged in age from 17 to 47, with a mean age of 

2lo5o Their socioeconomic status ranged from 1 to 9, with a median 

of 5o · Figure 1 gives a comparison of the number of subjects from each 

category for both of the schoolso The number of cases in each category 

has been changed to a proportion in order that direct compar~sons may 
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be made. The greatest differences are for categories 2, 6, and 8. 

There are noticeable differences for categories J and 9, also. The 

proportion of paren~s in classes 2 and J is greater for the parents 
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of students from Ok~ahoma State Universityo The proportion of parents 

in classes 6, 8., am 9 is greater for the parents of Bethan;y Nazarene 

College studentso 

Administration of the Scales 

The various scales, with the exception of the Wide Range Vocabulary 

Test and the Center's Oocupati ona.l Index, were put together into a 

single inventory and named the ~C Scaleo RSC stands for Response 

Style Correlateso The subjects never saw the complete namep since 

only the initials appeared on the inventoryo The RSC Scale was 

administered to groups ranging from approximately 20 to approximately 

· 450 Subje~ts were given IEM answel!' sheets and marking pencils for 

indicating their answerso This was done so that the answers could be 

machine scoredo The directions printed. on the inventory and read to 

each section are presented in Appendix Bo Each of the subjects were 

asked to indicate their age, sex9 and fatherws occupation on their 

answer sheetso They were asked to be as specific as possible in giving 

their father's occupationo This information was scaled according to 

Center 9 s Indexo 

The Wide Range Vocabulary Test was administered separately to the 

Oklahoma State University students by a colleague of the writero 

Arrangements were made with the Chairman of the Department of Psychology 

at Bethany Nazarene College to have the Wide Range Vocabulary Test 

administered at that institutiono 
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Treatment of the Data 

The data were analyzed b,y the cano~cal correlation method 

developed b,y Hotelling (1935, 1936). This method is similar to other 
. 

multiple prediction techniques. The.se meth~s provide two kinds of 

information. They provide an indeJf which indicates the degree of 

relationship between a criterion and two or more predictor variables 

(multiple correlation) and weights, or coefficients, which can be used 

to estimate the criterion from the predictors (multiple regression) o 

When the test scores have been normalized, the resulting coefficients 

(called beta weights) enable the investigator to determine from these 

values the relative lt'eight ·with which each independent variable 

contributes to the criterion, independently of the other factors o 

Canonical correlation is an extension of these methods to situations 

in which there ,are ;multiple criteria variables as well as multiple 

prec:11ct.or variables. The problem is to determine that linear combination 

ot the predictor variables and that linear combination of the criteria 

variable• which w.tll yield th• highest possible correlation between 

the two .coaposites,. Th• model tor this problem is as followsi 

•1xto. + •zX52 + ~ •• + &pXKp • 'xt,; 7N = bJ.Y'Nl. + b2Y°N2 + 0 a. + bqYNq 

when a and bare the weights for the predictors and criteria, 

reapeotiveq.; x is the symbol tor the score values tor the predictors; 

7 is th• qmbol tor Ol'iteria score values; p is the number of predictor 

variables; q is the number of criteria variables; N is the subject 

nuaber; and i am 7 are the composites :tor the predictors and criteriasi 

re•pective~. 
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A 
The canonical correlation is the correlation between the x values 

and they values. The n~ber of possible pairs of linear combinations 

is p or q, whichever is smallero la.ch· pair is maximally correlated, 

subject to the restriction.that each·oanonioal .variate be orthogonal 

to all other canonical variates on its side of the equation. Computa-

tionally, it does not .. matter whether the variables on the left or t}:le 

variables on the r ight are consi dered as t he criteria variables. 

However, it saves computational time if the left- and right-hand sets 

are defined so that the number of criteria variables is less than the 

number of predictor variablss~ 

The canonical equation used in solving this problem is: 

(R2~R21 Rula12 - /\!)bi = 0 

where RiI = the inverse of the matrix of intercorrelations among the 
pr edi ctors 

-1 R22 = t he inver se of the matrix of int erco?1relations among the 
criteria 

R12 '= the matrix of i nt ercorrelations of predictors with criteria 

R21 = the transpose of R12 

I = an i~entity matrix 

b = the criteria weights 

A = the unknown latent root 

The. formula for the predictor weights is: 

a1 = (RifR12bi )/~ 

The formulas may also be written substituting a for band b for ao 

The derivat ion of these formulas is gi ven by Anderson (19.58)0 

The vectors~ and bi are applied to standard score vect ors to 

obtain the canonical vari ateso The canonical correl ati on is the square 

root of Ao The canonical correlation has a lower l imit of OoO and an 
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upper limit of lo 00., It is interpret~_d in the same manner as other 

correlation coefficientso The significe,nce of the canonical correlations 

can be tested with a chi-square procedure outlined by Bartlett (1941)0 

The Illl 1410 computer inata1.+ation located in the Computer Center 

of the Cl<l.a.homa State University 'Was used for the computationso The 

program was adapted from one given by Cooley and Lohnes (1962)0 Th• 

output of. the program includes means, standard deviations, correlation 

ma.trice s for predictors and criteria, a correlation matrix for 

predictors against criteria, canonical correlation coefficients, and 

left-hand and right-hand weightso The program presented by Cooley and 

Lohnes (1962) was written in Fortran language for .the !Elf 709 computero 

It was necessary to modi.fy the program considerably' before it could be 

used with the smaller Illl 1410 computero The modified program was test,ci 

by using an example given by .Amerson (1958, PPo '.30'.3-'.305)0 The accuracy 

of the computation was checked by calculating all means with a desk 

calculator. Two ot t~e standard deviations and one correlation 

coefficient were checked on the desk calculator, alsoo All of these 

1tatistics were tound to be incorrect on the first computer runo It 

was discovered that some of tM cards hid gotten out of placeo When 

they were put in correct order, the statistics oheokeclo 
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RESULTS 

Means and.Standard Deviations 

Means and standard deviatio~s for the response style variables are 

presented in Table IIIj_ Table IV contains the means and standard 

deviations for the per'sonality vari4bleso These statistics are given 

for the total group and for each of the college populations sampledo 

TABIE III 

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS .FOR RESPONSE STYLE VARIABLES 
. (N = 95 BNC Ss; 171 OSU Ss; 266 Total) . 

.. . •. -- . -

SD M .. c SD 64 MMPI L MPI L K Sx 

Means 

BNC 13034 16045 ))o'.38 5.,55 4ol4 508) 8061 

osu l'.3~20 l)o 9.5 32008 )o14 )oOJ 5o16 8019 

Total l'.3025 :Ii4o85 '.32054 4o00 .)042 5o40 8034 

Standard Deviations 

BNC lo76 5o62 7o76 2o62 2o44 lo75 lo96 

osu 2o46 4o84 800'.3 2oll 1.,94 lo9) 1.,95 

Total 2.,24 5o27 7.,96 2o.58 2o20 lo90 lo97 
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TABLE IV 

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR PERSONAUTY VARIABLES 
(N = 95 BNC §.s; 171 OSU }s; 266 Total) 

VA MlS EI Con N SES 

Means 

BNC 71037 11073 12079 13004 11.14 5.15 

osu 72095 12032 12068 12.29 11.98 4.06 

Total 72039 12.22 12072 12056 11.68 4.45 

Standard Deviations 

BNC 7.11 4.88 4o65 2.47 50:37 2.10 

osu 7o46 4.92 4.25 2.62 5o20 1.90 

Total 7o'J7 4.92 4.39 2o60 5.28 2.04 

Canonical Variates 
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AGE 

21.49 

20.71 

20 .. 99 

4.48 

4.19 

4.31 

Hypothesis I . stated that response style is significantly related to 

personality differences. This hypothesis was definitely supported. 

Table V presents the results of Chi-square tests of successive latent 

r oots. Three of the canonical correlations are significant beyond the 

0001 level. The largest of t 'hese is o 72. This indicates that three 

pairs of linear functions can be determined from these sets of scales, 

each of which will yield two composites maximally correlated with each 

other, but which correlate zero with each of the other pairs of compositeso 

In other words, there are three significant ways in which the two 

domains of response style and personality are related. 
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TABI.E V 

CHI-SQ~ TISTS OF SUCCESSIVE LATENT ROOTS 

Number or Largest Latent' Corresponding Chi-
Roots Removed Root Remaining Canonical R Lambda Square dt p 

0 .51 ;72 .2'.3 373.6 6J .001 

1 .Jl 056 .48 189.5 48 .001 

2 .2J .48 .70 93.5 :35 .001 

J • 05 .22 .91 2.5.4 24 ... 

4 .OJ .17 • 95 12.4 15 ... 

5 .01 .11 .98 4.4 8 ... 

6 .oo .06 1.00 1.0 J * 

*Significance level is greater than .05 

Canonical vectors containing the weights associated with the 

maximum canonical correlation are presented in Table VI. The weights 

are arranged in order of size, beginning with the largest positive number 

and continuing through the largest number. The canonical vectors for the 

other two ,pairs of linear functions whose canonical correlations were 

significant are presented in Appendix D. 

These weight's give partial support to Hypothesis II, i.e., in the 

relationship between response style variables and personality variables, 

the personality variables with the strongest influence are anxiety and 

verbal ability. The most influential variable among the pers6nality 

variables, according to these data, is neuroticism. Manifest anxiety 

is second. Verbal ability is third among the positive weighted variables. 
\ 

However, college affiliation is more influential than verbal ability. 
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Conformity and extraversion are more influential than verbal ability, 

also. The signs f'or the weights are determined by the signs of' the 

correlations involved. Had th•se scales been keyed in the opposite 

direction, e.g., OSU .instead ·or BNC, independence instead of' conformity, 

and introversion instead of extraversion, the variables would be 

positively weighted. Therefore, all of' these varia~le~ are more 

influential in this relationship than verbal ability. 

TA.BIR VI 

*CANONICAL VECTORS FOR RESPONSE STYI.E AND 
PERSONALITY VARIABLE:i (N = 266) 
I 

Personality Variable Weights 

.71 MPI Neuroticism Scale 

.50 Manifest Anxiety SQale 

.18 Verbal,Ability 

.09 Sex 

.06 Age 

-.06 Socioeconomic Status· 

-.21 MPI Extraversion Scale 

- .. 24 Conformity 

-.32 College Affiliation 

•Canonical Correlation= .72 

Response Style Weights 

.01 Bass SA Scale 

-.06 Hanley•s Sx Scale 

-.15 Maudsley Lie Scale 

-.26 MMPI K Scale 

-.46 Marlowe-Crowne SD Scale 

-.51 MMPI Lie Scale 

-1.00 Edwards• SD Scale 

Hypothesis III is supported by the weights given in the right-hand 

vector of Table VI. ~othesis III predicted that in the relationship 

between response style and personality variables the most influential 9£ 
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the response style variables would be social desirability. The only 

positive weight is for the Bass SA Scale, but its weight is quite small. 

The largest weight, disregarding sign, is for Edwards' SD Scale. The 

MMPI L Scale and the Marlowe-Crowne SD Scale are second and third. 

The weights of Table VI are the equivalents of beta weights in 

multiple regression techniques. The difference is that for canonical 

correlations there are two· sets of weights instead of one, i.e., one 

set for the predictors and another set for the criteria. 

The canonical vectors associated with the other two significant 

canonical correlations .are presented in Appendix D. The finding that 

there are three ways of arranging Response Style Variables and 

Personality variables so that significant canonical c'orrelations result 

further verifies Hypothesis I, i.e., that response style is significantly 

related to personality differences. These vectors also support 

~theses II and III. Hypothesis II predioted that the most influential 

personality variables would be anxiety arxi verbal aptitude. Hypothesis 

III predicted that the most influential response style variable would 

be social desirability. The test of these hypotheses lies in the 

determination of the arrangement of the variables which leads to the 

highest canonical correlation. When the variables are arranged in 

different order with different weights, variables other than those 

predicted have the greatest weight. This is to be expected, since the 

subsequent canonical variates must be orthogonal to all other canonical 

variates. However, since the effectiveness of each of these combinations, 

as determined by the canonical correlations, is less than for the first 

combination, it can be concluded that there influence is less. 



Intercorrelatio:ns 

Response Styles 

The intercorre~ation of the response style variables are presented 

in Table VII. rourteen or the 21 oorralations are significant beyond 

the .01 level and one is signifio!IJlt at the .05 level. 

TABIE VII 

INTER.CORRELATIONS OF RE5PONSE STYLE VARIABLES (N = 266) 

SD M-c so · SA MMPI L MPI L K sx 

Edwards' SD Scale **(.44) ••.34 -.11 ••.16 .10 ••.41 **.27 

Marlowe-Crowne SD Scale (. 76) .07 ••.63 ••.52 ••.40 ••.34 

Bass SA Scale (.80) .01 .03 **-.33 -.07 

MMPI Lie Scale (.60) ••.55 ••.J6 ··~_27 

Maud.slay Lie Scale (.49) ••.26 •.16 

MMPI K Scale (.13) ••.25 

Hanley' s Sx Scale (-.01) 

*Significant at the .05 level. **Significant at the .01 level. 

Note: Values shown on the diagonal (in parentheses) represent the 
reliabilities of the scales as computed by the K-R 21 formula. 

Edwards' SD Scale correlates the highest with the MMPI K Scale. 

It is also significantly correlated with the Marlowe-Crowne SD Scale 9 

Hanley's Sx Scale, and the MMPI Lie Scale. These coi,relations are all 

in the directions predicted. 

The Marlowe-Crowne SD Scale correlated quite significantly and 

positively with all the scales except the .Bass SA Scale. There was no 



significant relationship between these scales, although, a negative 

relationship was predicted. 
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The Bass SA Scale correlated sigrrl,ficantly with only one scale, the 

MMPI K Scale. This correlation (-.• 3'.3) ~as in the predicted direction. 

It was expected that the SA Scale would correlate negatively with the 

Lie scales.. However, the .coefficients were so close to zero that no 

statement with reference to trends is justified. 

In addition to the significant correlation with the Marlowe-Crowne 

SD Scale, the MMPI Lie Scale correlated quite significantly with the 

Lie Scale of the Maudsley ~rsonality Inventory (.55). This would 

indicate that these scales are measuring a common variable. This is the 

result predicted. Significant correlations are shown between the MMPI 

Lie Scale and the two defensiveness scales. This may be taken as 

evidence that the K Scale and Hanley•s Sx Scale are measuring something 

in common with the Lie scales. This is further supported by significant 

correlations between the Maudsley Personality Inventory Lie Scale and 

the two defensiveness scales. All of these correlations were predicted. 

The correlation between the K Scale and Hanley•s Sx Scale is 

significant beyond the .01 l,evelo However, it is not so high as might 

be expected (.25), since both scales are supposedly measuring defensive

ness. Since the reliabilities of both of these scales are quite low 

(.l'.3 for Kand -.01 for Sx), it is. impossible to tell what the "true" 

relationship is between these two variables. This relationship may be 

due to chance, or the "true" relationship may be considerably higher 

(Johnson, 1944; 1950). The low reliabilities of these scales should be 

kept in mind in considering the correlation of the MMPI K Scale and 

Hanley•s Sx Scale with the other variables, also. 



Personality Variables 

The intercorrelations of the personality variables are presented 

in Table VIIIo There are nine correlations which are significant at the 

005 levelo Of' these, four are aign:ificant at the .01 level. 

Verbal aptitude, aa measured by the Wide Range Vocabulary Teat 

appears to be slightly and .negatively correlated with anxiety, conformity, 

neuroticism, and socioeconomic status • .Ul of these correlations are 

in the preqioted directiono The correlations of verbal ability with 

extraversion and college affiliation were not significant. The directional 

trend was opposite of that predictedo 

The Manifest Anxiety Scale was significantly correlated with only 

three factorso In addition to verbal ability, it correlated highly with 

neuroticism and was negatively related to extraversion. Both of these 

correlations are in the predicted direction. The correlations of the 

Manifest Anxiety Scale with sex and age approached significance, and 

both were negative, the predicted directiono 

Conformity, as measured by the Barron Scale, was related to two 

factors. It was significantly and negatively related to verbal ability 

at the oOl level and positively related to the college factor at the 

005 level. The former was in the predicted direction, but the latter 

was not. 

The Extraversion Scale was significantly related to only one 

variableo Extraversion correlated with the Manifest Anxiety Scale -.18. 

It was predicted that this relationship would be negativeo 



TABLE VIII 

INTERCORRELATIONS 9F ~($.1.LITY VARIABLES (N = 266) 

VA MAS Con EI N SES Sex Age 

Verbal 
Aptitude (064) *-ol5 **-027 -008 *•ol3 •-.12 -.05 •.15 

Manifest 
Anxiety (074) olO **-018 **o72 003 -.11 -.11 

Conformity (021) .10 .07 .06 -.07 .04 

Extra-
version ( .. 72) -.·08 -.07 -.01 -.06 

Neurot-
icism (.83) .oo -.09 -.12 

Socio-
economic 
Status .03 .04 

Note: The five values shown on the diagpnal (in parentheses) are 
reliability coefficients computed with the K-R 21 formulao 
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Coll 

-.10 

-.06 

.14 

.01 

-.08 

••.25 

The ·Neuroticism Scale was significantly correlated with verbal 

ability and anxietyo The oo~elation with verbal ability was -.27. 

The correlation with the Manifest Anxiety Scale was o72o 

Socioeconomic status was related to college affiliationo Both, 

means ani medians indicate that the socioeconomic status for Bethany 

Nazarene College students is slightly lower than that for Oklahoma State 

University students (cfo Figure 1). 

The scales used to measure the various personality variables seemed 

to be fairly reliable with the exception of Conformityo There is no 

evidence from this study that they are, or are not, measuring what they 

are supposed to be measuring. The greatest overlap seems to be between 



the Manifest Anxiety Scale and the NeuroticiSll1 Sc.ale. Five of the scales 

seem to be slightly correlated with verbal ability. . . 

!ieliabilities 

Reliability ooefficients for the various scales are presented on 

the diagonals of T&bles VII and VIIIo The reliability coefficients are 

generally high, considering the small number of items in each scale ard 
.. l . 

the method used to compute themo The most reliable scales were the 

Neuroticism Scale (083) and the Bass· SA Scale (.So). The least reliable 

scales were Hanley•s Sx Scale (-.01) and the MMPI K Saale (.lJ). These 

reliabilities were computed with the Kuder-Richardson formula 21 (K-R 2l)o 

The Kuder-Richardson formulas are indicators of internal consistency and 

probably underestimate the reliability of a testo These formulas assume 

items of equal difficulty ard item intercorrelation. If items are 

heterogeneous!! the reliability computed by this method is greatly reduced. 

This is probably the reason for such low reliabilities for Hanley•s Sx 

Scale ard the MMPI K Scaleo It may be the reason for a low reliability 

for the Conformity Scale9 alsoo It is probable that all of the 

coefficients presented here are lower than they would be if computed 

by other methods (Guilford9 1956)0 

Response Style Variables Correlated With Personality Variables 

The intercorrelations of the respo~se style variables with the 

personality variables are directly related to the specific hypotheses 

made earliero These correlations are given in Table IXo 



TABIE IX 

INTERCORRELATIONS OF RESPONSE STYLE VARUBIES WITH 
. PERSONALITY VA~LES (N = 266) 

Personality Response Style Variables 
Variables SD M-C -SD SA MMPI. L MPI L. K 

VA 006 ·~-018 ••-022 ••-.24 -.11 .10 

MAS ••-050 ••-040 •• 041 ••-029 ••-.19 ••-.42 

Con 007 •• • 27 •• 045 • .14 * .13 -.10 

EI •• 029 • ol) 006 .oo .0'.3 .11 

N ••-• .54 **-o'.39 •• .25 ••-.'.32 ••-.28 ••-.44 
SES .01 .05 004 ••• 19 005 .02 

Sex .04 -.01 -.02 .10 -.01 .OJ 

Age .01 .03 -olO .07 -.08 .04 

College o0'.3 •• o2'.3 .OB •• .45 ••• 24 •• .17 

sx 

-.0'.3 

••-024 

.05 

• .12 

••-.2'.3 

.11 

003 

.01 

.10 

• Significant at the .05 level. **Significant at the .01 level. 

It was predicted in hypothesis one that verbal aptitude would be 

directly related to social desirability, lying, and defensiveness. 
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Hypot hesis two predi cted an inverse relation$hip between verbal ability 

am acquiescence. A significant negative correlation (-.22) was found 

for verbal ability with the." Bass SA !pale, as hypothesized. However, 

contrary to hypothesis one, significant negative correlations were 

found for verbal aptitude with the Marlowe-Crowne SD Scale and the MMPI 

Lie Scale. A trend in the negative direction was noted for the Maudsley 

Lie Scale. The p;dwards ' SD Scale, the MMPI K Scale, and Hanley's Sx 

Scale wer e not significantly correlated with verbal aptitude. 
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The ~redictions of hypotheses three and four that anxiety would be 

inversely related to acquiescence and directly related to social 

desirability, lying, and defensiveness were supported. The Manifest 

.Anxiety Scale coJnOelated significantly and negatively with all the 

scales except the Bass SA Scale o - It correlated significantly, but 

positively, with this scaleo 

The prediction of hypothesis five that confol"'lllity is directly 

related to acquiescence was supportedo The Barron Scale correlated 

045 with the Bass SA Scaleo Contrary to hypothesis six, that cenformity 

is inversely related to social desirability, lying, and defensiveness, ,. 

significant positive correlations were found between the Conformity 

Scale and the Marlowe-Crowne ,SD .Scale and between the Conformity Scale 

and both of the lie scaleso The correlations for the Conformity Scale 

with Edwards' SD Scale and the defensiveness scales were not significant. 

Partiai support was found for hypothesis seven, that extraversion 

is directly related to social desirability, lying, and defensiveness. 

The Extraversion Scale c.orrelat.ed significantly and positively with both 

of the social desirability scales and with one of the defensiveness 

scales (Hanley•s Sx Scale)o The other correlations were not significanto 

The prediction that extraversion is inversely related to acquiescence 

was not supportedo 

Hypotheses nine and ten were completely supported. Highly 

significant and negative correlations were found between the Neuroticism 

Scale and all of the response scales except the Bass SA Scale •. A 

significant positive correlation between the SA Scale and the Neuroticism 

Scale were found 9 as predictedo 

Hypotheses eleven and twelve, which predicted a direct rel ationship 
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'between socioeconomic status and acquiescence and an inverse relationship 

between socioecon.qmic status and social desirability, lying, and defensive~ 

.ness, were not supportedo Sooioecon.omic status correlated significantly 

with one of these variables" It correlated positively' with the MMJ>I 

;IA.e Scaleo This is opposite the !iirection prediotedo 

The predictions of hypotheses thirteen and fourteen that the various:,:,, 

response style variables.are related .to sex was not supported • 

. No support was found for the relationships predicted by hypotheses 

fifteen and sixteen between age and the various response styleso 

Hypothesis seventeen predicted a direct relationship between 

attendance at Bethany Nazarene College and social desirability, lying, 

and defensivenesso This hypothesis was supportedo However, not by all 

scaleso The Marlowe-Crowe SD Scale was significantly correlated with 

the college facto?\, but Edwards·' SD was noto Since both lie scales were 

significantly correlated with the college factor, this would give further 

evidence that the Marlowe..;Crowne SD Scale is functioning as.a lie scale. 

If this interpretation is given to the Marlowe-Crowne Scale, social 

desirability and the college factor are not related in this studyo One 

of the defensiveness scales (the MMP.LK Scale)was related to the college 

factor, and .the other defensiveness scale approached significanoeo 

Hypothesis eighteen predicted an inverse relationship.between the 

college factor and acquiescenceo No support was found.for this 

hypothesiso 

Co'.l:"rection for Attenuation 

Guilford (1956) wrote 11 "When two fallible measures are correlated, 

the errors of measurementil if uncorrelated among themselves, always 



serve to lower the coefficient of corr~lation as compared with what it 

would have .been had .the· two measures bean parteotly .. raliabla (pp •. 475-

476)~ T_he implications for t~ pre.sent study is that the correlations 

p:ll'eaented in Tablea m, ·VI:tl:, IX· -1'~ too low and should be coneated 

tor attenuationo The desirabi;I.ity of this oorraotion.ia empha,11ed 

and its use illustr•t~ .by' i:p.o<:k (i963h Table X presents these 

c.orrela tions after correcting. for attenuation .. . . .. , 

TlBI.E X 

CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS A!"l'D OORREC'l!ION FOR AT1'ENUATION 
; ! . : . . 

SD 

M-C SD 
J ••·. 

SA 

MMPI L 

MPI.L 

VA 

MAS 

o.'.31 
.·-

o9) . 085 -026 

•o'.31 

-0:39 

MAS Con EI 

-088 

-o.53 C>68 .20 

027 1.10 

-044 C>J9· 

-032 o.41 

•o74 

" 

N 

-.89 

-049 

.31 

-C>45 

092 

The'u.se or corr~otion.torattenution can·give a more.accurate 

picture or relationships existing between the various traits if "true" 
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scores were availableo However, a few words. of caution relative to their 

interpretation are in ordero 

Johnson (1944) pointed out the inaccuracy of the generalization 

that errors of measurement, it uncorrelated, alwazs reduce the value of 

a co:rrelation coef.t'iciento Johnson pointed o"Q.t that "errors of measurement 
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have two important e.fi'eots on correlation. First, they.tend to.lower 

the value of an obtained 'l:)e,low that of the l£!!! coefficient; and again, 

they, cause obtained· coefficient.s to fluctuate widely" (p. 521). He 

indicated that this seocmd·et.fect obuld'cau:se obtained coei'i'icients to. 

b~ higher than true.coettioientso 

Johnson stated that· there a;-e three tact.ors .which are responsible 

for .fluctuations in correlatio.n ao.etficient.ss (1) dttterenees in 

magnitude of the errors, (2) ehance correlations among them, and 

(3) chance increases and decreases in the differences between 

. oc:rresponding . scoreso He. argued that.: 

ooo random.errors of measurement do not always 
lower a ooeff'icient, there is merely a tendency 
in that direotiono As the true coefficient 
approaches zero the greater the .frequency of 
obtained coefficients which are higher than the 
true ooef.ficiento For very high correlations 
the frequency is low· (po 521) o 

In reference.to Johnson (1944), Guilford (19.54) indicated that 

Johnson's conclusions "should be a warning .to use large samples, 

reducing sampling errors as.much as possible, and also to interpret 

with reservations corrected validitr..coe.fficients when.reliabilities 

~e 1ow"·· (po ·4-02);, 

Guilford (1956) pointed out another limitation of correction for 

attenuation which is due to the type of reliability coefficient usedo 

If the reliability·tor.either of tbs two measures is underestimated, 

the corrected coefficient will be overestimatedo Guilford stated that 

all internal-consistency formulas probably underestimate reliability, 

~nd the Kuder-Richardson formulas underestimate reliability the most 

of allo 

It may be conolud~d from the above statements that the validity~of 
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cor.recting coefficients which were very low before correction is 

dubiouso For this reason, ·no corrected coefficients are presented 

in Table X.for.correlations'which were not significant before correction 

for attenuationo No further interpretation should be made fc,r those 

.tests which were quite unreliable., This. would include the Conformity 

Soalep the MMPI K Scalep and the Hanley0 s Sx Scale. Corrected 

ooefficients are not given'for the I.Scale nor for the Sx Scale. . ~ . 

Th~Y are included for· the : Conformity Scale, · but caution is · urged in. 

~nterpreting themo Since the · K-R 21 formula was used to compute t.hc, 

reliabilities reported in this·study11 it is probable that all the 

corrected coefficients are 'higher 'th-.n they .should be. On the othe.r 

hand 9 they areS> undoubtfd1yli nigher than indicated by the original 

computationso 

The interrela'trionships·of the response style variables are made 

much ~learer by looking at·the corrected coefficients. It is obvious 

the Edwards' SD Scale and the Marlowe-Crowne SD Scale are both 

measuring a common variableo However 9 well over half of the variance 

of one is left unacooun~ed for by the ~thero The argument that the 

Marlowe=Crowne SD Scale is operating as a lie scale is strengthened 

when it is noted that this scale correlates 093 with the MMPI Lie Scale 

and o8.5 with the MaudsleyLie Scaleo The corrected correlation 

between the MMPI Lie Scale and the Maudsley Lie Scale is loOO, 

indicating that these scales are measuring the same variableo 

The corrected oorrelations :for the Edwards' S.D Scale with the 

Manifest Anxiety Scale (=088) and Neurotici.sm (-089) further attest 

to the inverse relationship between these v:a:riableso 



The corrected correlation of 092 between the Manifest Anxiety 

Scale and the Neuroticism Soale gives support to the argument that 

these scales are measuring a common variableo 

raotor Analysi1 

It was not originally planned that the data from this study would 

be factor analyzedo However9 ·in the course of the investigation, the 

writer developed some hypotheses relative to the faotorso If response 

style variables and personality variables are related, they should 

correlate highly with the same faotorso It was hypothesized that all 

of the measures could be accounted for by the following factors: 

Social Dasirability9 Acquiescence, Verbal Ability, Sex, Age, and 

Socioeconomic Statuso 

The data were factor analyzed using the varimax methodo The 

results are presented in Table Xlo Six factors emergedo Factor I 

seems to be a social desirability variableo Edwards' SD Scale, the 

Marlowe-Crowne SD Scale 9 the MMPI K Scaleg and Hanley9 s Sx Scale load 

moderately to highly on this factoro The Extraversion Scale loaded 

the highest on this factGr~ alsoo 

Factor II is a lie factoro Both lie scales correlated highly with 

this factoro The Marlowe~Crowne SD Scale loaded the highest on Factor 

IL This is in line with previous remarks regarding the functioning 

of this scale as a lie scaleo 

Factor III seems to be a denial factoro The Bass Social 

Acquiescence Scale loaded =o69 on this factor 9 and Conformity loaded 

=0680 The MMPI K Scale loaded o.35 on Factor IIIo 
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Factor IV is probably a sex factoro The sex variable loaded -048 

on this factor and the collage variable loaded ..• 48 on it, alsoo Since 

the proportion of females in the two colleges was not the same, it is 

possible that some of the relationship with this variable is due to sex 

differenceso 

The college variable cannot be entirely accounted for by the sex, " 

factor. It loaded -.'.38 on Factor v. Since socioeconomic status loaded 

-.J8 on Factor V, this factor ma;vr be tentatively referred to as a socio-

economic factoro 

The composition of Factor VI is not as clear as the composition of 

the other factors. Since age loaded -.44 on Factor VI, it i~ suggested 

that this might be designated as an age factor. 

No factor of verbal.ability emerged. The varia~ce from this measure 

is spread over several factors. The Wide Range Vocabulary Test seemed 

to have quite a bit of specificity. Factor Ii, the Lie factor 11 was not 

hypothesized. It was believed that lying was an extreme form of social 

desirability. The evidence seems to indicate that it is a separate 

factor. 

The factor analysis data provide !nformati~n concerning the factorial 

validity of the various measures.. F.dwards•. SD Scale has high validity 

as a measure of Factor I. !t loaded • 7 5 on this factor. Nearly all 

the communality of this scale can be accounted for by Factor I •. 

However, 56 percent of the variance of the SD s7aie is error variance-~. 

The Ma.rlowe-Crowne SD Scale has moderate to high validity for 

Factor II., Its loading on this factor was 066. This finding verifies 

' the conclusions made earlier that thi.s scale is acting more like a lie 

scaie than like a social desirability soaleo It does have a moderate 



loading on Factor Io This is an indioa.tion ot moderate validity tor 

social des:1rab1li tye :tt ief aleo an indication 'that tM.1. i~ ·not. a •pure" , 

measure, faotorially' 1peakit1go 

The Bass SooialAaquieecenoe So.,J.e ••-.• to be tairi, homogeneo~1 

.aai has moderate to high validit7 aa a·mea11:.1r9 of.Factor %II. It loaded 

=o69on this .faotoro Its highest loadings on the other taotors,were 

""o15 for Factor ! and ol:3 £or Factor VIo About. 29 .. peroent ot this 

scale's variance is speoitic·varianoe and about.2o·peroent is due to 

erroro 

The MMPI Lie Scale has. bigh validity. tor Factor II (.78). About.. 

1.5 percent or its oomm,mality is. accounted for by. the other five. 

faotorso Approximately 40':percient' of the variance of this scale is 

. error variance .o 

The Matidsley Lie S~ale ha.is moderate to.high validity on Factor II. 

Its loading is less than the loading £or the MMPI Lie Saale. Nearly 

all of its communality is accounted for by this one factor. The error 

variance for.the Maudsley Lie'Soale was equal to the entire. uniqueness 

oomponento 

The .MMPI X s~ale .loaded ~od.erately on Jl'actors I, II, and III 

(047, /32, and o35h ·· Most of its communality can be attributed t.o 

the.se three racrt.Gr$Jo Because of the very low reliability of this. scale, 

most (;»f the variance. is 'error · va.riance (87 percent) o 

Hanley0 ~.Sx Seiale seems to have neither validity nor reliability. 

Its highest loading was on Fact.or I. (o37h but this loading is probably 

due to erroro In @<:mddering this data 9 the predictions by Hanley ot 

low reliability for nomal populations should be remembered (~ey, 

1951)0 
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The Wide Range Vocabulary ',:est did not have a large amount of 

communality with the other measures ot this study. !'ts comunality was 

o2'7 and its specificity' was .,37., .The error variance was .'.36 • 

. The communality of .the Manifest Anxiety Scale was 070• This 

was accounted for by a loading of - .. 68 on Factor I and small. loadings 

on each of the other .five·ractorso The proportion of error variance 

The communality of 052 for c~nformity can be largely accounted tor 

by a loading of - 068 on Factor IIIo · However, the proportion ot error 

variance was o 790 This would i~dioate that the loading was probably 

too high due to' the' 'low reliability ot the testo 

The oomm:imality for Extra.version was relatively low (023). The 

highest loadings a.re 037 for Factor I and 026 for Factor VI .. The 

specificity for th.is sea.le was o49o This would indicate t}ul.t,,this scale 

is measuring something not being measured by the other s.oalEas_ an this 

analysiso 

The communality of' the1 Neurotioiam Scale (.;68) can be accounted 
,, ' 

for by a high negative loading (-06.5) on Factor I and low to moderate 

loadings on all the other factors with the exception of Factor IV .. The 

loading on this fact<:»r was negligible (.,09)., There is a small a.mount 

of specific va:danoe (015) in this scale» alsoo 

In summa:ry11 both social.desirability sca.les9 the Bass .Social 

, 'the ~euroticdsm Scale have moderate to high validity for OJ?,Q of the 

six fa;:©tors which emelt"ged from a f'acitor analysis of the variables 

of this study o The MM.PI It .S@ale and Hanley~ s Sx Scale do not seem 

to possess $!.dequate validityo The validity of the Conformity Scale 
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is questionable because or·the .high proportion ot error variance present. 

The Wide Range Voeabul.ary' Test anq. the Extraversio.n Test do not have 

high validity for an;v ot the six factors found. Both tests have moderate 

amounts of speoifieit70 
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'UJ3IB,JCI-

.FACTOR ANALYSIS ()J' U.SP:Ol1$E S'l'nl VARIABLES 
AND PERSONALITY VAWSiaJ : (N = 266) .. 

. . .. '. ' •,,; 

._.Fao~ors ~ 
I. II ... .·. III. ' :i:v v VI. 

Scales 

F.dwa:rds' SD 075 ~04 oOl 002 -.o, ... 02 • .56 

Marlowe .. Qrowne SD 043 066 •ol9· 004 •oU. .01 .67 

Bass SA -015 002 •o69 •o05 004 .13 .;1 

MMPI Lie .15 078 -004 •ol9 -.29 -.01 .75 

Maudslq 1.1.e 010 069 -005 oOO -.02 .01 .so 
MMPI IC 047 .32 o'.35 ... 01 -.15 -.09 .47 

·· Hanley' s Sx o''J7 019 002 .03 -.2'.3 .03 .23 

Wide Range o0.5 -017 032 .05 .18 -.'.32 .27 

Manifest Anxiety -068 ""o29 "'ol7 .15 -025 ol8 .,70 

Conformity 007 oll -068 .os -.16 -.07 .. 52 

ktraversion oJ7 =o08 -012 .... 09 oOl 026 .2J 

Neuroticism -06.5 -035 -ol9 009 •ol7 .. 26 .68 

Socioeconomic Status =o02 008 -006 -.09 -.:38 -002 016 

Sex o0.5 oOO 002 -.,48 -005 - .. 08 .24 

Age .,05 =o02 oOl -.,16 -006 -.44 .23 

College -oOl 031 =o06 -048 -038 -.08 048 



CHAPTIR V 

INTERPRETATION OF RESUL'l'S 

Discrussion 

The :major result.of this study is the discovery of a highly 

significant relationship existing betwee:n personality variables and 

response styleso This relationship indicates that much or the variance 

attributed to response style may·acitua.lly be a result of individual 

personality dif'f'erenceso The priinarypersonality factors in this 

relationship ap~ar'to be neu:r9ti'eism and anxietyo The evidence seems 

to indicate that these two variables are measuring a common variable. 

When corrected for attenua.tion9 theycorrela\ed o93o ~e relationship 

Qf these variables to response style is an inverse oneo There are at 

le~st two ways of explaining t"s relationship .. Edwards (1957) takes 

t,he position that social'des:i,rability is a personality variable and 

the higher a person scores on the SD Seiale the""less will he endorse 

responses which are uridesirableo Since scal:es such as 't;he Manifest 

Anxiety Scale and the Ma~dsley Ne'U?'oti~ism Scale contain many u.nq.e~irable 

items~ a person withsi a high SD sGore 'Will score low on these scal&so 

Ed:wal"ds seems to take the position that people respond to test items 

in t4;rm.s of soeial desirability9 ow.yo If' Edwards is correct, a person 

wrw, is highly ~ous would scol'e high on the SD Scale and low on the 

Taylor Ms'.nifest Anxiety Scaleo This is opposite the interpretation 

71 
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given by Taylor, arid.it does not avee with many- learning studies 

(Striok~r, 1963) o . :l:J:wards may ·)lave tbe .·cart before the hoi-seo .An 

anxious person might use·a p~hometz1;o scale as a device for asking 

fo~. help.,· Inste&.4 .. of responding by' e~dorsing socially' desirable .ite11u1~ · 

such a person would e:nd.orse'"·soaian;,· ~esirable items. If' this .wa.-

the case the in.verse relatio~.,_p.:lr>etween the Manitest .bxiety S~.ale and 

the fdwa:rds 11 SD .Scale ·would ·sttll &Xilt,· but the interpretation is quite·· 

d:lf'f'erento It this same''line· pf 'th:ought is followed a little .f'urtber, 

the person who .is not anxioU:il · or ne,uootic would score · high on the SD 

Scale because he is norma1'and'doea 'those things which are social.17 

desirable., In other words, ·'the 'differences may not be due to .differences 

in social desirabiUt:,respondi:ng,·but· to differences in other personality 

characteristicso .. 

The inverse relationship'between the Manifest Anxiety Scale and 

the F,d~ards' SD Scale is better understood when it is noted t}ul.t in 

the original scales there are 22 overlapping itemso Ot these, ·.21 or 

the .keyed responses tor the'~est Anxiety Scale ~e .the opposite ot 

the keyed responses for th,r SD':Scale., · It: ma7 be that the SD Scale is 

actualq a refleet:ion·or n<,rtnalityo If responding one way is a defense 

mechanism and r~sponding the opposite way is abno:rm.a.l, the test ... taker 

is put on the horns of a di-lemmao It i-s probably true that neither 

extreme position is cforrect~, People do not respond entirely- on the 

basi.s of social desirability\ Neither do they always answer "hone,stJ~ o" 
.The contention of •this ···study' is' that. there is a reason for their 

\~ . . . 

respoming the way they do, and that the reason lies within their 

pe:rsonalityo 



A consideration or the rest or the personality variables, taken 

in order or their influence, further supports this posi:tiono The next 

highest weight, disregarding sign (Table VI), is the college taotor~ 

Students at Bethany Nazarene College seem to be more defensive and to 

score higher on lie scales and on social desirability scales than 

students at Oklahoma State Universityo The usual interpretation would 

be that the scores for the BethaJ'\Y' students are contaminated with 

response style. Another way of interpreting the situation is to say 

that students at Bethaey Nazarene College are different in personality 

structure from the students at Oklahoma State. Some support for this 

viewpoint comes from the author's personal observations. .. Betha?>1' 

Nazarene College is a church related college which holds to a fairly 

conservative, but orthodox, religious philosophy. Most of the students 

come trom·honies of members of the Church of the Nazarene and are Church 

members themselves. Most of their lives th~y have been taught to 

'believe that it is ''Wrong" to IJget into a movie without paying" (item 

'.34 of the RSC Scale). In fact, the,y do not attend movies" They 

sincerel,1' believe itis wrong to "get angry-" (item '.37), to •not always 

·tell t~ truth" (item 51), to swear (item 52h to "laugh. at a dirty 
I 

· joke" (1 tea 104), and to "gossip" (1 tem 108). For them to endorse 

these items would be to admit to doing wrong and would violate their 

self-concept. It would be contrary to what is expected of them by 

members of their subculture and would threaten their acceptance by 

others. Furthermore, it has been the author• s observation that the 

incidence of these behaviors is actually less among these students than 

among students at other collegeso However, if' they mark these items 

"false" in line wit,h their beliefs, they-will score high on the lie 
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scaleso The differences :l,n the~e·scales may be due to real.ditfel'ences 

in personalit:,o 'l'heae ~sponaes reflect ditterenc.es in values, belief's, 

idealai praotioeap selt-ooJtOe~si,. ·atoo· · The reason the correlations. are 

riot higher is due to the tict·~at even in a church related .college 

there is a Wide range o.t ~rsonality·: 'd1ffere~~.So It ia. also · true that 

~ of the 1 t•s of .the .. R$C :sc,-le .do not reflect differences as clear 
! . ' . . . . . 

cut .as these on the 'MMPI :t.it ·ScUeo'· 'The ·.tact that the .MMPI · lie ~cal,e 

bas the highest correlation.'td;tli the colleg~.:taotor suppol"ts this. l~e 

of reasoniw;o rn· ta.ii-ness tcrEdwarc!s, it should be stated that the 

.'8t.lww' Nazarene· Oolle'ge . studen~s niay be responding pal"tia;l.q on . the 

basis of social desirability~·" B'.oweve:r,· the concept of what is soc~lly' 

desirable may be q:1:dte, c:U,f'f'e~nt f'rom the concepts held b:, Oklahoma 

State U~versity students~ :rr, this is so, it would:'·o~ tend to . 

. imralidate the· use~iesa· of ·.ant·· single social. desirabfl.i~y scale(> 

This viewpoµit 'is also supported by a con:sideration or the 

pe,r,,so•llty variable with the' .neJCt: highest weight9 ioeo, Contormit70 

.Students at Bethany Nazarene Oollegei, .in ge:m.e:ral.9 have undergone an 

informal program of indoctrination which has . taught·. them to conform 

to the regtllations of tli$ Church and homeo _The reason the oorrelatiQrt 

i:s not higher may ~ · d~ t.o s.everal taetoJ:>s~ ~babl:J many or the 

.. students at Oklahoma. Sta,te. Uni:vers:ity have been .. · similarly trainedo 

Obviousl.3r9 all Bethany Nazarene College students have not been .. reared 

alike9 eithero ~herniore 9 the scale used to measure C~onrdt7 was 

not functioning veey reliably in this studyo This ~oes serious 

limitations on &!>1' interpNtations based.upon this sealeo 

Thiswrit81" is not arguing that.respcnseistyl.es do .not exist, 

rather9 that response. styles reflect mo;re bas:fc per.sonality differences, 
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ioeo, they can be explai:i:ied, at least partially, by diff'eren~es in 

personalityo The point is 11 response style is not a mechanical something 

which :t'unctions regardless or· i.tem. content or automatically' in every 

test situationo :X:t is a: refl;eot:top.;ct·difterences in personalit70 

Some support f'or this ar~ument 'was' l."eported in. the, ,literatureo · 

Messiok (1960) concluded tha.t·'s'ocial desirability varied according to 

individual points of viewo . Liberty• (196'.3) stated that .. acquiescence 

appears to be a f'unction'of certain situational variables and in 

partic:rular the per<ileived · desirability or the statem.ento Gaier and 

Bass (1959t found significant .. regional d:l.!f erenoes in acquiescence o 

Gibson (1962) felt that diff~rerices w~ch he found f'or American students . 

. and F#>itish app~entice~ might be due to the fact that the latter 

perceived their fut'W:'e inth.e.coll!par:wwould be affected by their 

per.to:rmance on the. testso 

'The response styl<e whioh is most clearly related to personality is ' 

Edwards~ Social Desirability variableo The MMPI Lie Scale and the 

Mar lowe-Cr>owne · SD Ekiale are·· ~J .. so highly weighted in the relationship 

between .response ·style .ud pe:r>sonalityo All---0£ the soo;i,al. desirability 

scal~s!) lie scaleej, and def'ensiveness .s~ales have high intercorrelationso 

!his is especially true · o:t the Marlowe-Cl"owne sp Scale and the two lie 

scaleso These intsrco:rrelat:ions indicate that these scales are all v . 

that all su s©Jru.e!ll u,e qu:itEi significantly-and negati'valy related to 

manifest ami:lety arid to ne\U"l.)tittismo FoUl" <lllf the six scales are 

p©~itiv~l;y rel&1.tred to @©nfomit;r21 and th!<'ee are negatively related to 
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used, six are probably cl osely relatedo There seem to be two dimensions 

associated with t hese six soal es, vizo, social desirability and a lie 

tao.toro These conclus!ons are · supPQrted by' the factor analysis data, 

alsoo 

The Basa Social Acquiescence Scale seems to be measuring something 

quite different from t hat measured.by the other soaleso It correlates 

-o '.33 with the MMPI IC Soaleo This i s not surprising since the evidence 

seams to indicat e that the IC Scale is contaminated with several factors 

(Comrey, 1958; Jackson and ·Mesisickp ·1958)0 In this study, the IC .Scale 

Qorrel.at ed si gnificantly wit h all six of the other response .style scales 

and with three personality scal eso Also9 t he relationship between the 

Bass SA Scale and the K Sos.le i s not clear because of' the low.reliability 

or t he K Scal eo 

The Bass SA Scala is significantly relat ed to four of the personality 

soaleso It correlated 045 with t he Conformit y Scale (loOO when corr~cted), 

021 with the Manifest Anxiety Scale, 025 with the Neuroticism Scale, 

and -022 with the Wide Range Vocabulary Testo It would ap~ar that 

much of the variance of 'this response styl e can be explained by. .reference 

to other persona~ty factors, alsoo Acquiescence seems to be correlated 

with undesirable factorso This may be the r eason for its correlation 

with the K Scaleo Some evidence from the literature suppor.ts this . 
viewo Most notable in this regard is the work of Adorno, et alo, (1950) 

in relation to the authoritarian per,sona.lityo Authoritari anism is 

measured by t he California F .Scaleo This scale has been shown to be 

highly related to acquiescencao The authoritarian personality as 

descrl.bed by Adorno is not a desirable typeo Couch and Kenist on (196o) 

describe the "Yeasayer~" or acquiescer11 as characterized by "Impulsivity, 
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I)ependencyl) Anxietyj) Mani.ail Anal Preoccupation, ani Anal Resentment" 
I 

(po 173)0 Ir social ·desirabillty items reflect normal personality 

traits and acquiesoenoe r efl ect s abnormal personality traits, this 

would explain wh;y' social desi.rability and acquiescence are not always 

found togethero I t would ·al so explain why social desirability and 
., 

aoquiesoenoe are al W&.y's i nversely related when they are found togethero 

It was expaoted that ver ba:l · aptit ude would be closely related to 

the response styleso It was predicted th.at verbal aptitude would be 

positively correlated with sociial desirability9 lying» and defensiveness 

and that it is negatively correlat ed wit h acquiescenceo These 

predictions were cased upon t he argument of several· authors that the 

more ambiguous an itetr1 :h the moY-e likely it will be that the t est-

t aker will acquiesceo The mol"e intelligent person should more readily 

recognize t he socially desirable r esponses and t he items would be more 

ambiguous f or the less intelligento Sever al authors reported 

significant negative correlations bet ween intelligence arxi acquiescence 

(~dornop et alo9 1950; Goughi 1951~ ·cohn9 19520 Ba.SS9 1956; Shaw, 

1961) 0 The r esults of this study do seem to indi cate that the less 

intelligent acquiesce moreo Verbal aptitude was negatively correlated 

with the Marlowe=Cl°mme SD Scale and the MMPI Lie Sc.al e, alsoo The 

fact t hat the;t"B was no significant relationship between verbal aptitude 

and the Edwards 9 SD Seiale or t he defensiveness scales indicates that 

social desirability and defensiveness are functioning equally9 if at 

all, over all levels of verb&l abilityo 

The significant co?Telations @f the Ex:traversion Scale wit h 

Edwa?'ds 6 SD.Sea.l e and with the Marl!.')We-Cl"owne SD Scale confirms the 

results reported by Merrill and Heathers (1956) 9 alt hough t he present 



correlations are not so high. A significant negative relationship 

which was predicted for Extraversion with the Bass SA Scale was not 

ve·rified. This prediction was made in order to be consistent with 

other predictions. The nonsignificant relationship does agree with 

the results found by Eysenck (1962; 1963)0 
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Of all the predictions ma.de, the most completely supported were 

those related to the Neuroticism Scale and the Manifest Anxiety Scale. 

The comments made earlier relative ·to the Manifest Anxiety Scale would 

apply to the Neuroticism Scale, alsoo These results do not give 

evidence of the validity of these scales, but, whether or not the 

Manifest .Anxiety Scale is a measure of anxiety, it certainly seems 

to be functioning in the same manner as the Neuroticism Scale of t .he 

Maudsley Personality Inventory. 

The predictions relative to socioeconomic status were not ma.de on 

the basis of the litez:ature. Only one investigator reported a 

significant relationship between the Edwards' SD Scale and socioeconomic 

status (Messick, 1960). Edwards (1957) 9 Klett (1957a}» lovaas (1956) 9 

Fujita (1956), and Mehlman and .Warehime (1962) all reported no significant 

group differencese Thenonsignificant relationships of this study agree 

with the results from these stup.ieso The significant correlation of 

socioeconomic status with the MMPI Lie Scale was as predictedc This 

was predicted in order to be consistent with the hypothesis of a positive 

relationship between verbal ~ptitude and the other response styleso The 

negative correlation for these variables makes the relationship of 

socioeconomic status and the MMPI Lie Scale difficult to interpreto 

Gaier and Bass (1959) found signif'icant differences in acquiescence 

between regional groups. No significant relationship was found in the 



present studyo This study was not adequately designed to test the 

socioeconomic status relationship since only college students were 
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usedo The fact that all the stibjects were attending college would tend 

to indicate similar interests and valueso Furthermore, the socioeconomic 

status index used is rather crudeo Its use violates the assumption of 

an equal interval scale thought to be nece'ssary for the statistical 

computations performed. · 

No significant correlations were reported for age or sex with any 

of the response styleso In general, this supports the literatureo 

F.dwards (1957) found no relationship for age or sex with the SD Scaleo 

Mehlman and Warehime (1962) found no significant relationship between 

sex and the SD Soaleo Stricker (1963) reported a relationship between 

sex and the SD Scale, but stated that this may have been due to inter

action with the examinero Shaw (1961) found significant relationships 

for acquiescence with both age and seXo These findings were not 

supported by this studyo Berg and Rapaport (19.54) attributed a 

significant relationship which they found betw~en acquiescence and sex 

to interaction with the exandner.o 

The finding that the college factor was significantly related to 

the Marlowe-Crowne SD Scale 9 both Lie Scales9 and the MMPI K Scale was 

interpreted earlier -as evidence supporting the argument that response 

styles are a reflection of personality dif'ferenceso Since the lie 

scales and the Marlowe-Crowne SD Scale cO?Telated highest with the 

college factor, it appears that these scales contain items which r eflect 

the different philosophy and viewpoints held by Bethany Nazarene College 

students as compared with Oklahoma State University studentso 

The -oJJ correlation of the Bass SA Scale with the MMPI K Scale is 



contrary to the results reported by Fricke (19.56)0 Fricke reported 

high positive correlationso This res'ult does agree with Couch and 

Keniston (1960) who reported a "correlation of -o'.38 between their Over

All-Agreament measure and the MMPI K Soaleo 

The correlation of the K Scale with m:iwards 0 SD Scale supports 

F.dwards (1953b) 11 Fordyce (1956), ·and Hanley· (1956; 1957), although the 

correlation is not so high ' as those ·r~ported by these authorso 
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The evidence from this study and from the literature seems to support 

.,the contention that the MMPI K S~ale · is contaminated with several factors, 

including social desirability, acquiesoence 11 and defensivenesso This 

scale also reflects some of the personality variables related to these 

:r>esponse styleso 

'!he significant correlation of the Maudsley Li.e Scale with the 

Neuroticism Scale supports Gibson (1962)0 Gibson found no relationship 

between the Maudsley 'Lie Scale and the Extraversion Soaleo This result 

was supported, ,alsoo 

Marlowe and Crowne (1961) reported a oonelation of -o.54 bet:!'e~n 

their SD Scale and Barron~s Independence of Judgment Scaleo When it is 

remembered that ip the present study t he latter scale was keyed for 

conformity9 the positive correlation of 027 (068 when corrected) 

supports this relationshipo 

Summary and Concl usions 

The purpose of this study was to investigate the !"elationship of 

r esponse styles to personality var:i,a.bleso Th~ questions asked wereg 
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Does response style vary as a function of differences in personality? 

Can differences in response style be explained by differen._ces in meas~able 

personality variables? Ir so9 What 'Variables-. have the greatest 

influence in this relatibnship? 

After reviewing the literature, .three general hypotheses were 

propos'ed in answer to the above ,q~stionso These were: 

Io Response style is significantly related to personality 

difference so 

IIo In the relationship between response style variables and 

personality variables, the personality Variables with the greatest 

influence are anxiety and verbal' aptitudeo 

IIIo In the .relationship between response style variables and 

personality variables, the response style with the greatest influence 

is social desirabilityo 

Eighteen specific }zy'pothes~s were proposed relative to the inter

relationships between the various response styles investigated and the 

personality variables usedo · 

The social desirability ~ariable was measured by F.dwards 0 SD Scale 

and the Marlowe-Crowne SD Scaleo Acquiescence was measured by the Bass 

SA Scaleo The lie scales used were the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality 

Inventory (MMPI) Lie Scale and the Maudsley Personality Inventory Lie 

Scaleo The defensiveness scales were the MMPI K Scale and the Hanley 

Sx Scaleo 

The personality scales used were~ Barron's Independence of Judgment 

Scale (keyed for conf'ormity) 9 the Neuroticism Scale am the Extraversion 

Scale of the-Maudsley Personality Inventory9 The Wide Range Vocabulary 

Test9 Tayloris Manifest Anxiety Scale, and Center 0 s Occupational Indexo 



Other variables included in the study were~ sex, ag_e 11 and a college 

factoro The college factor was niade" possible by using two different 

types of schoolso 

Ninety-five subjects were used from Bethany Na.zarene College, a 

conservative, church related, liberal ar-±.,s c9llegeo There were 171 

isubjects taken from classes· at the Oklahoma State Universityo The 

f!Ubjects were administered.the tests in two different partso The data 

were analyzed by the canonical correlation method, using the 1410 

. computer located at Oklahoma State -Uni versi tio 
. 

The general hypothe'ses I and ·nI were completely' supportedo 

Hypothesis n was .partly supportedo It was found that there are at 

least three different ways in which the domains of r esponse style and 
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personality, as measured by'. the scales used in this study9 are relat~do 

Six of the 18 specific hypotheses were completely supportedo Two more 

were partially supportedo There was no support found for the other 

teno 

Conclusions 

It was concluded that response style is significantly related to 

personalityo 

Manifest anxiety, as measured by Taylorvs Manifest Anxiety Scale!) 

and Neuroticism11 as measured by the Neuroticism Scale of the Maudsley 

Personality Inventory, are very closely related to response styleo This 

relationship is an inverse oneo 

Verbal aptitude is inversely related to both acquiescence and lyingo 

Manifest anxiety and neuroticism 11 as measured by the scales used in 

this study, are very closely related to each othero 



The response style most closely related to personality is social 

desirability. 

The Marlowe-Crowne Scale is probably furtctioning as a lie scale o 

There is a close relationship between psychometric measures of 

social desirability, lying, and defensivenesso These scales may be • 
measuring diffe;ent aspects of a common personality trait. 

Acquiescence is a characteristic somewhat different from the other 

response style variables. It is probably closely related to undesirable 

personality traits. 

Suggestions for Future Study 

One contribution of this study has been its use of the canonical 

c;,orrelation method of anafy'sis. · This method has been used very little 

since its -developnent. This is probably due to the fact that the 

mathematics of the method are quite complicated. The canonical 

correlaticm technique .involves the use of several matrices, inverse 

matrices, determinants, identity matrices, and eigenvalueso It 

certainly- would not be feasibie to attempt to use this ana~sis if 

only a de$k calculator were available. However, it is a very powerful. 

tool which should be used more in the behavioral sciences. Since it has 

been shown that it can be used with computers of the intermediate range, 

this should be an encouragement for others to use the method. 

This program should be very useful in comparing different batteries 

of tests (cf. Cooley ard Lohnes, 1962), for investigating the relation-

ship of physical factors, and in other situations in which it is 

desirable to compare linear combinations of two sets of variables. 

This study has shown that there is a relationship between specific 



personality measures and specific response style measur,es. Other 

measures of response style and personality could be treated in this 

same manner. 

More important. would be an investigation of the relationship of 

response styles to behavior other th.an psychometric behavior • . eogo• 

behavior in -situational tests. · 

.The canonical correlation technique c-oul.d be used to study the 
'·· ..... 

relationship or a battery of tests to a multiple criteria• e.g., in an 

industrial setting, pilot training, etco 
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One reason why' the validity of many or today's tests is relatively 

low, may be because or the difficulty of specifying the criteria0 There 

is a need to break criteria down into its various components. If the 

canonical correlation technique is used, higher validity may be possible. 

Another implication for future research has to do with the response 

style variables themselves. The intercorrelations in this study would 

indicate that the present ~cales are not doing a very adequate job of 

measuring "pure" response styleso Add to this the fact that much of the 

"response style" variance may be due to other measurable personality 

factors, and the whole response style concept becomes blurredo It 

rel!Ulins for investigators to find techniques for measuring "pure" response 

style, or to find some other explanation and to abandon the whole 

response style concept.. 
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APPENDIX A 

SCALES 

The scales used in this investigation are presented in this sectiono 

The number preceding each item refers to its position in the RSC Soale o 

The keyed response follows the itemo No keyed responses are given 

tor the Bass Soo!al Acquiescence Scale since all of the items are keyed 

''true. 11 All items of the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory 

L Scale are keyed "falseo" 

E:iwards' Social Desirability Scale 

9. Criticism or scolding hurts me t erriblyo (False) 

260 When in a group of people I have trouble thinking of the right 
things to talk abouto (False) 

280 It does not bother me particularly to see animals suffero (False) 

JO. I am never happier than when aloneo (False) 

)Bo lt7' family does not like the work I have choseno (False) 

490 I am not afraid to handle moneyo (True) 

53. No one cares much what happens to youo (False) 

62. I am liked by most people who know meo (True) 

660 Most any time I would rather sit and daydll'eam than to do anything 
elseo (False) 

75. I can ea'sily make other people afraid of me, and sometimes do for 
the fun of it . (False) 

96. I usu.ally expect to succeed in things I do . (True) 
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113. It makes me uncomfortable to put on a stunt at a party even when 
others are doing the same sort of things. (False) 

122. I have had periods in which I carried on activities without knowing 
later what I had been doing. (False) 

127. I have reason for feeling jealous of one or more members of my 
family. (False) 

140. It makes me impatient to have people ask my advice or otherwise 
interrupt me when I am working on sanething important. (False) 

146. 1'tY' parents and family find more fault with me than they should. 
{False) 

148. People often disappoint me. (False) 

Marlowe-Crowne Social Desirability Scale 

1. I have almost never felt the urge to tell someone off. {True) 

8 .. I am sometimes irrita1;.ed by people who ask favors of me. (False.) 

12 .. I am always courteous, even to people who are disagreeable. (True) 

15. There have been many occasions when I have felt like smashing 
things. (False) 

17. I always try to practice what I preach. (True) 

19. I don't firxi it particularly difficult to get along with loud 
mouthed obnoxious people .. (True) 

24. It is sometimes hard for me to go on with my work if I am not 
encouraged. (False) 

Jl. I have never deliberately said something that hurt someone's 
feelings. (True) 

J2. I sometimes feel resentful when I don't get my way .. (False) 

JJ .. I sometimes try to get even rather than forgive and forgeto 
(False) 

44.. At times I have really insisted on having things my own way .. 
(False) 

46. I would never think of letting someone else be punished for my 
wrongdoings. (True) 

47. I have never felt that I was punished without causeo (True) 
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50. I never make a long trip without checking the safety of my car. 
(True) ' 

56. I never resent being asked to return a favor. (True) 

59. I am always ·careful about my manner of dress. (True) 
I .. 

61. No matter who I'm talking to, I'm always a good listener. (True) 

64. I can re1J1ember "playing sick'' to get out of something. (False) 

69. I'm always willing to admit it when I make a mistake. (True) 

72. There have been times when I have been quite jealous of the good 
fortune of others. (False) 

91. On occasion I have had doubts about my ability to succeed in 
life. (False) 

95. When I don•t know something I don't mind admitting it. (True) 

99. There have been times when I have felt like rebelling against 
people in authority even though I knew they were right. (False) 

1060 I have never been irked when people expressed ideas different from 
my own~ (True) 

1070 I have never intensely disliked anyone. (True) 

lllo Before voting I thoroughly !investigate the qualifications of all 
the carxiidates. (True) 

112. I sometimes think when people have a misfortune they only got what 
they deservedo (False) 

125. I never hesitate to go out of my way to help someone in trouble. 
(True) 

126. On a few occasions, I have given up doing something because I 
thought too little of my ability. (False) 

138. There have been occasions when I took advantage of someoneo 
(False) 

Bass Social Acquiescence Scale 

4. Destroyers of tyranny have contributed the most to mankind. 

lJ. What we win through authority we lose; what we win through 
consideration we keep. 



16. To be happy, always stay within the lawo 

20. Obedience is the mother of successo 

25. Pity is the touch of God in human heartso 

27. Sleep is loved by everyone. 

J9. The only known cure for fear is faitho 

48. Happiness must be won tbroUgh gl'ieat efforto 

55. Giving is always better than receivingo 

60o Only a statue's feelings are not ea._sily hurto 

63. The feeling of a friendship is like that of being comfortably 
· filled with roast beef o 

68. _love of the opposite sex makes the world go roundo 

70. The grass is always greener in the other fellow0 s yardo 

710 Every man is bl ind to his own defect s o 

760 Next to love sympathy is the most divine passion of the human 
hearto 

840 There is no satisfaction without a companion to share ito 

85. Most big cows have little horn~o 

94-o Seeing is bellevingo 

980 We like best that which, lies beyond our r eacho 

1000 Wild colts make good horseso 

1020 The restless sleeper blames the coucho 
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1050 The greatest of fortunes are for those who leave the common path 
and blaze a new trail for t hemselveso 

1100 love i s the greatest of the Artso 

1140 Make yourself honey and the flies will eat youo 

116. Amusement is the medicine for worryo 

1180 One false friend can do more harm than one hundred enemieso 

11.90 Still water runs deep. 



120. Navar trust a flatterer. 

123. Count your sheep and the wolf will eat them. 

129. Sweet is the sleep of the man with virtue~ 

130. You .can't teach an old dog new tricks. 

131. Better one safe way than a hundred on which you are not sureo 

1330 Life is a struggle from beginning to endo 

139. No principle is more noble or holy than t~~t of true obedienceo 

l~o He who laughs last laughs longesto 

1450 He conquers all who conquers himselfo 

1,0. One should feel the failures or his friends as if the failures 
were his ow:no 

1520 Empty heads go with loud talko 

1550 He that -has many friends need never fear disastero 

1.560 They never fail who die in a great causeo 
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1590 You only injure yourself when you take notice of despised criticso 

1610 'Tis vain to quarrel with your destinyo 

1650 A sense of duty is the basi's of cha.ractero 

1670 Stay away from the proud man who is ashamed to weepo 

1690 Our chief want in life is saneone who will make- us do what we cano 

1720 Who does not love the opposite sex remains a fool the whole life 
longo 

1730 Success against odds is the greatest of American idealso 

1760 He that loses his conscience has nothing left that is worth 
keepingo 

1800 Those in high places are in greater danger than those in lowly 
plaoeso . 

1840 Virtue is a struggle in which we overcome our weaknesseso 

1860 No gift is more precious than good adviceo 



1890 It is difficult to do excellent work without great straino 

1910 There is notping which the body suffers which the soul may not 
profit byo 

195. You should give more than you want to giveo 
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197 o The victory always remains with those who admire rather than with 
those who criticize. 

Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory L Scale 

5o I would rather win than lose in a gameo 

llo Onoe in a while I think of things too bad to talk abouto 

18. Once in a while I put off until tomorrow what I ought to do todayo 

34. If I could get into a movie without paying and be sure I was not 
seen I would probably do ito 

370 I get angry sometimeso 

51. I do not always tell the trutho 

520 At times I feel like swearing. 

78. I do not like everyone I knowo 

87. Sometimes when I . am not feeling well I am cross. 

900 I do not read every editorial in the newspaper every day. 

97. Sometimes at elections I vote for men about whom I know very little. 

103.o I like to know some important people because it makes me feel 
important. 

104. Once in a ~le I laugh at a dirty joke. 

108. I gossip a little at times. 

143. ~ table manners are not quite as good at home as when I am out 
in company. 

Maudsley Personality Inventory L Scale 

198. Are you completely free from prejudice of any kind? (Yes) 



200. As a child, did you always do as you were told, immediately and 
without grumbling? (Yes) 

209. Onoe in a while do you lose your temper and ge;t angry? (No) 

211. Have you ever been late for an appointment or work? (No) · 
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217. Do you always feel genuinely pleased when a bitter enem;y achieves 
a meri.ted suocessT (Yes) 

221. Do you sometimes boast a little? (No) 

22J. Would you always declare everything ·at the Customs 9 even if you 
knew that you could never be found out? (Yes) 

2240 Have you money worries at times? (No) 

2250 Are all your habits good and desirable ones? (Yes) 

2270 At times, have you ever told a lie? (No) 

2280 If you say you will do something do you always keep your promise, 
no matter h2! inconvenient it might be to do so? (Yes) 

2320 Do you occasionally have thoughts and ideas you would not like 
other people to know about? (No) 

2480 Do you always answer a personal letter as soon as you can after 
you have read it? (Yes) 

2490 Do you sometimes talk about things you know nothing about? (No) 

2570 Do you sometimes get cross? (No) 

Minnesota Mul,tiphasic Personality Inventory K Scale 

1540 I think nearly everyone would tell a lie to keep out of troubleo 
(False) 

1580 At t~es I feel like smashing thingso (False) 

1620 It takes a lot of argument to convince most people of the trutho 
(False:) 

1640 Often I can't understand why I have been so cross and grouchyo 
(False) 

1680 I often think, "I wish I were a child againo" (False) 

1710 I am against giving money to beggarso (False) 
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175. At periods my mind seams to work more slowly than usu.alo (False) 

178. I have very few quarrels with members of my family. (True) 

181. I find it hard to make talk when I meet people. (False) 

187. I get mad easily and then get over it soon. (False) 

192. At times I am full of energy. (False) 

1930 I like to let people know where I stand on thingso (False) 

196. At times my thoughts have raoed ahead £aster than I oould speak 
them. (False) · 

Hanley's Sx Scale 

1510 I have never felt better in my life than I do nowo (True) 

1530 Sometimes without any reason or even when things are going wrong I 
feel excitedly happy9 "on top of the world~" (True) 

157. }tr feelings are not easily hurto (True) 

160. Some people are so bossy that I feel like doing the opposite Qf 
what they request, even though I know they are righto (False) 

1630 I think a great many people exaggerate their misfortunes in order 
to gain the sympathy and help of otherso (False) 

1660 I have never been in love with anyoneo (False) 

1700 At times I feel that I can make up my mind with unusually great 
easeo (True) 

1740 It bothers me to have to have someone watch me at work even though 
I know I can do it well~ (False) 

1770 I am often sorry because I am so cros~ and grouchyo (True) 

1790 What others think of me does not bother meo (False) 

1820 I find it hard to set aside a task that I have undertaken9 even 
for a short timeo (True) 

1830 Most people will use somewhat unfair means to gain profit or an 
advantage rather than to lose ito (False) 

1850 I have never done anything dangerous for the thrill of ito (True) 

,,.. 
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1880 I have often met people who were sup90sed to be experts who were 
no better than Io (False) 

1900 I have periods in whioh I feel unusually cheerful without any 
special reasono (True) 

1940 I am apt to hidem:y feelings in some things~ to the point that 
people may hurt me without their knowing about ito (False) 

Taylo~ 9 s Manifest Anxiety Seale 

2o I have nightmares every few nightso (True) 

7o I practically never blusho (False) 

140 I believe I am no more nervous than most otherso (False) 

2lo I have vecy few headacheso (False) 

220 I.am often af'raj,d that I am going to blusho (True) 

290 I am certainly lacking in self=cWili'idenceo (True) 

350 I work under a great deal of tensiono (True) 

410 Sometimes I become so excited that I £·ind it hard to get to sleepo 
(True) 

430 I have periods of such great restlessness that I cannot sit long 
in a chairo (True) 

450 I wony over money and busil'J\e~so (TJ:oue) 

520 I ha~e diarrhea on~e a month or moreo ('.!:rue) 

650 At times I am no good at allo (True) 

67 o I wish I could be as happy as others seem to beo (True) 

800 I certainly feel useless at tim.eso (True) 

820 Sometimes when embarrassed 9 I break ~ut in~ sweat which annoys 
me greatlyo (True) · 

830 I a..m a high strung persono (True) 

880 I am entirely self=~onfidento (False) 

890 I am usually calm and not easily upseto (False) 



92. I am more sensitive than most other people. (True) 

9J. I am inclined to take things hard. {True) 
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101. I have sometimes felt that difficulties were piling up so high that 
I could not overcome them. (True.) 

121. I frequently find my.self worrying over something. (True) 

1J2. I have had periods in which I lost sleep over worry. {True) 

1J6. I must admit that I have at times been worried beyond reason over 
something that really did not matter. {True) 

1J7. I have a great deal of stomach trouble. (True) : 

1420 I hardly ever notice my heart pounding and I am seldom short of 
breath. (False) 

149. I have very few fears compared to my,friends. (False) 

Barron9 s Independence of Judgment Scale 
(Keyed £6r Conformity) 

Jo What the youth needs most is strict disciplinep rugged determinism, 
and the will to work and fight for family and country. (True) 

6. The happy person tends to be poised, courteous» outgoing 9 and 
emotionally controlled. (True) 

lOo Perfect balance is the essence of all good composition. (True) 

23. I acquired a strong interest in intellectual and aesthetic matters 
from my mother. (True) 

36. I don•t understand how men in some EuropeB.n countries can be so 
demonstrative to one anothe.r. (True) 

40. Some of my friends think that my ideas are impractical, if not a 
bit wild. (False) 

54. I would rather have a few intense frie.ndships than a great many 
friendly but casual relationships. (False) 

580 I believe you should ignore other people 9 s faults and make an 
effort t o get along with almost everyone. (True) 

730 Kindness and generosity are the most important qualities for a 
wife to have. (True) 
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740 Young people sanetimes get rebellious ideas,ll but as they grow up 
they ought to get over them and settle downo (True) 

77. I have seen some things so sad that I almost felt like crying. 
(True) 

79, I must admit that I would find it hard to have for a close friend 
a person whose manners· or appearance made him somewhat repulsive, 
no matter how brilliant or kind he might beo (True) 

81. I could out my moorings - quit my home 11 my family11 and my friends -
without suffe~ng great regretso (False) 

86, A person should not probe too deeply into his own and other people's 
feelings, but take things as they are. (True) 

I 

109. It is easy for me to take orders and do what I am told. (True) 

115. I like to fool around with new ideas 9 even if they turn out later 
to be a total waste of time. (False) 

117. The unfinished and the imperfect often have greater appeal to me 
than the completed and the polished. (False) 

128. What this country needs most, more than laws and political programs, 
is a few courageous 9 tireless9 devoted leaders in whom the people 
can put their faith. (True) 

135. Science should have as much to say about moral values as religion 
does. (False) 

141. The best theory is the one that has the best practical applications. 
(True) 

147. I prefer team games to games in which one individual competes 
against another. (True) 

Ma.udsley Personality Inventory EI Scale 

199. Do you like work that requires considerable attention to details? 
(No) 

201. Do you like to mix socially with people? (Yes) 

203. Do other people regard you as a lively individual? (Yes) 

204. Do you ever take your work as if it were a matter of life or 
death? (No) 

207. Do you prefer action to planning for action? (Yes) 
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2080 Do you like to have many social engagem~nts? (Yes) 

212. Do you usually take the initiative in making new friends? (Yes) 

214. Are you inclined to be overconscientious? (Yes) 

215. Would you be very unhappy it you were prevented from making 
numerous sooial oontactsT (Yes) 

2160 Are you happiest when you get involved in some project that calls 
for rapid action? (Yes) · 

218. Are you inclined to take your work casuallyp that isp as a matter 
of course? (Yes) 

220. Are you inclined to limit your aoquaintances to a select few? 
(No) 

226. Would you rate yourself as a lively individual? (Yes) 

230. Do you like to play pranks upon others? (Yes) 

2330 Is it difficult to "lose yourself" even at a lively party? (No) 

235. Would you rate yourself as a talkative individual? (Yes) 

2380 Are you inclined to keep in the background on social occasions? 
(No) 

2420 Do you nearly always have a °'r eady answer" for r&marks directed 
at you? (Yes) 

243. Do you generally prefer to take the l ead in group activities? (Yes) 

2450 Are you inclined to be quick and sure i n your actions? (Yes) 

246. Are you inclined to be shy in the presence of the opposite sex? 
(No) 

2500 Are you inclined to keep quiet when out in a social group? (No) 

251. Can you usually let yourself go and have a hilariously good time 
at a gay party? (Yes) 

2540 Would you rate yourself as a happy-go-lucky individual? (Yes) 

Maudsley Personality Inventory N Scale 

2020 Are you often troubled with feelings of guilt? (Yes) 

205. Would you rate yourself as a tense or "high-strung" i ndividual? 
(Yes) 
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2060 Have you often felt listless and tired for no good reason? (Yes) 

210. After a critioal moment is over9 do you usually think of something 
you should have done but failed to do? (Yes) 

213. Do you like to indulge in a reverie (daydreaming)? (Yes) 

219. Does your mind often wander whi:1,.e you are trying to oonaentrate? 
(Yes) ' 

222. Are you inolined to be moody? (Yes) 

229. Are you sometimes bubbling over with energy and sometimes very 
sluggish? (Yes) 

231. Do you often experienoe periods of loneliness? (Yes) 

234. Have you often lost sleep over your worries? (Yes) 

236. Do you have frequent ups and downs in mood 9 either with or without 
apparent oause? (Yes) 

237. Do you often find that you have made up your mind too late? (Yes) 

239. Are your feelings rather easily hurt? (Yes) 

240. Do you often feel disgruntled? (Yes) 

241. Do ideas run through your head so t hat you cannot sleep? (Yes) 

244. Do you sperid muoh t_ime in thinking over good times you have had 
in the past? (Yes) 

2470 Are you touchy on various subjects? (Yes) 

2520 Are your daydreams freq_uently about things that oan never come 
true? (Yes) 

2530 Do you ever feel "just miserable" for no good reason at all? (Yes) 

255. Are you frequently "lost in thought" even when supposed to be 
taking part in a conversation? (Yes) 

256. Have you been bothered by having a useless thought come into your 
mind repeatedly? (Yes) 

258. Are you inclined to ponder over your past? (Yes) 

259. Do you sometimes feel happy9 sometimes depressed 9 without any 
apparent reason? (Yes) 



APPENDIX B 

INSTROOTIONS FOR -THE .RSC SCALE 
' ' . : 

General Inst?"Uctions 

This inventory consists Qf tlfQ pa.rtso Read the instPUCtions given 
befoN each pa.rt and then answer the ·numbered sta.tementso 

You are to mark your anawers only on the separate answer sheets. 
provided. In -.rking yo,ur answers use only the special pencil providedo 
.Be sure that the nt11aber or <th& ·:statement ~grees with the number or. the 
answer she.eto · Kake your marks heavy and blaoko Erase completely any 
answer you wish .to changeca Do not make any marks on this bookleto 

_I 

Work quickly and do not ponder too long about the exact shade of 
meaning of eaoh question<> Th.ere uie no right or wrong answers, a.nd no 
triok question~o 

In21tl"uctions for Part I 

Read eaoh stateJJtent below and decide whether it ia true as applied 
to you or false as applied .to zoua If' a statement is TROE or MOSTLY 

·. TRUE as appU.ed to you, blacken between the lines in the column headed 
·1. If ·a statement is lP.lIBE Qr NOT UST;JALLY TROE as applied to you1> 
blacken between the lines in the column headed 2o If' a statement does 
not apply to you or it ia something that you don 9 t know about 11 make 
no mark on your answer sheet. Remembel9 to give YOUR OWN opinionQ Do 
not leave any bl..;nk spaces 1t you can avoid it. 

Inst?,ictions for Pal"t II 

Please answer each or the following questions "Yes" or "No." It 
you simply oannot make up your~ answ~ "',• 

To indicate that your answer is "Iesp• .completely blacken the apace 
between the lines under column l on Y'9Ul" answer sheet. To irdie,ate "f" 
as your answer, blacken the space under column 2o To 1nd.1cate "No" as 
your answer!> blacken the space between the lines under column). 

Relllember to anSW9r each que stiona 
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APPENDIX C 

•CENTER'S OCCU?ATIONAL INDEX 

Category 

lo Large business: 

2o Professional: 

Jo Small business: 

4o White-collar 
workers: 

5o Farm owners and 
managers: 

60 Skilled workers 
and foremeng 

?o Farm tenants: 

80 Semiskilled. 
workers: 

9o Unskilled workers 
and farm laborers: 

*Taken from Barber, 19570 

Occupations Included 

bankers, manufacturers, large department-store 
owners and managers9 etco 

physicians, dentists, professors, teachers, 
ministers, engineers9 lawyers, etco 

small retail dealers, contractors, proprietors 
of repair shops employing others, etco Includes 
both owners and managerso 

clerks and kindred workers, salesmen, agents, 
semiprofessional workers, technicians, etco 

includes any person who owns or manages a farm, 
ranch, grove, etco 

carpenters, machinists9 plumbers, masons, 
printers9 etoo Includes foremeno Also barbers, 
cooks, etco 

All farm tenants and sharecroP,perso 

truck drivers, machine operators, service
station attendants, waiters, col.lllte:rmen, etco 

garage laborers, sweepers, porters, janitors9 

street cleaners, construction laborers, and all 
non-owning, non=renting farm workers except 
those who work on their own father 0 s farm, etco 
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APPDDIX· D 

ALTERNATE CAN'ONIQA.L VECTORS 

TABLE XII 

FIRST ALTERNATE CANONICAL :vEC~ FOR RF8PONSE STYIES 
. , . AND 1ERSON~TY' :V.ARIABIBS (N = 266) 

. . . ... . ·:,·. ' ' . ), . . . 

Personality Variabl~ Weight~ 

:3a Verbal Aptitude 

ol:3.- Extraversion 

007 Manifest Amd.ety Scal1t 

006 Age 

oOO Sex 

•o03 Socioeconomic Status 

,-o'.33 College Affiliation 

""o'.39 Neuroticism 

•o75 Confor.mity 

Response Style Weights 
'-

· · ~ 52 Edwards SD Scale 

~42 MMPI. IC S~ale .. 

015 Ma.udsley I,, Scale 

oOl Hanley's Sx Scale 

- .. 49 Ma.:"lowe-Crcnm.e SD Scalt9 

..:. ... 78 MMPI L Scale 

-lo49 Bass $A Scale 

Canonicai Correlation= .. 560 Significance level is less than oOOlo 
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'fABIB XIII 

S!COND ALTERNATE CANONICAL VICTORS FOR REPONSE .S'l'!LIS 
m PERSOBAl:;ff .vumss (N • 266)·· .· 

056 Conformity 

o:39.Extr.aversion 

.29 Verbal Aptitude 

o0.5 Sex 

.... 02 Manifest Anxiety Scale 

-.10 Socioeconomic Status 

-020 Age 

-.62 Collage Affiliation 

Response Style Weights 

lo04 Marlowe-C?>owne SD Scale 

.85 Edwards SD Scale 

·• 71 Bass SA Scale 

.19 Maudsley V Scale. 

-.20 MMPI K Scale 

-2.08 MM.PI L Scala 

Canonical Correlation = .48. Significance level is les.s .than 0001. 
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